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s society approaches the
twenty-first
century,
school systcnls nation,wide are f n c u t ~an awe-

some and unprecedented challenge:
disruption and violence. Never before have the schools been more
overwhelmed by a problcrn that is
draining sn much energy from
teachers, educnti~mallea~lers,studrnts and partants. In fact, this prob]ern is leading schools to divert their
attention from the accomplishment
of the main goals artd objectives of
the educational process. Teachers,
parents, school admini~tr~ltars
and
policy makers, at the federal, state,
and local levels are looking for eitective solutions to this problcm, because its detrimental effects are effecting the quality education children are entitled to and deserve.
Many of those in search for approaches to cope with this issue, unfortunately, arc addressing thc
symptoms, rather than the structural causes underlying it. In so doing, school systems are neither capitalizing on the scarce resources
available, nor making much progress toward effective solutions.
The nccd for a coordinated effort has
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never been so evident; school systems and policy makers must go beyond simplistic answers to this complex issue, recently categorized by
the media as being at an epidemic
stage.
The purpose of this issue of
Thresholds is to provide some research based knowledge and insight
from different countries around the
world to help teachers, administrators and parents understand the
complex sources of this unprecedented violence. By offering an international perspective of the structural causes underlying school violence and some of the innovative,
and effective strategies being uscd
successfully in schools around the
globe to deal with it, i t is hoped that
schools in the United States and
abroad will find more comprchcnsive and positive ways of addressing this challenge effectively. Lt is
also hopcd that this issue serves as
the catalyst nf an international cooperative academic encounter in the
search for answers to these and
other challenging ed ilcatjonal problems.

Like the air around us, such
problems do not have borders he-
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cause they are global prc~blenis,and
as such require everybody's t,qlmt
and insight to be able to cope with
them successfully. As notrd by
Fisher Fishkin (1995), "As scholars
and as teachers, we must formulate
new ways of understanding the
ways that all cultures influence ;lnd
borrow from one anothcr." (y. A48).
This issue is a stepping stone toward
the accomplishment of this goal.
The children of the world are watching and waiting, the responsibility
to find effective solutions is ours,
because a s the Nobel poet from
Chile, Gabriela Mistral {cited in
Howell, 1994)clearly stated,
We are guilty of many errors . . . but our worst
crime is abandoning the
children. Many things we
need can wait. The child
cannot. Right now is the
time bones are being
formed, blvod is bttit~pj
made and senses art. treir~g
dch clopcd. To thi:, (hild
wc canndt answer, 'ttjmorrow.' The child's tlnme is
'today.' (p. 1)
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s the representative of the
Universiv for Peace in
Costa Rica, this author
,was among the Presidents of universities from all rcgions
and many cultures of the world who
convened at Talloircs, France, i l l
September 1988. It was a shared belief at that meeting that the ~ m i v e r sities of the wnrld bear profound
moral respunsibilities to increase
understanding of the risks of thc nuclear age and the need to reduce
those risks. In a world plagued by
war, hunger, injustice, and suffering, the international community
represented there stressed its belief
that universities nurture life
through the creation and transmission of knowledge. There are sixty
million university students and two
million teachers engaged in higher
education throughout thc world to
join t h ~ s endeavors.
e
One concrete pmposal \<*as a
"glob,d cl~ssroom."1f universities
d e s i p and set up a n international
information center and communications consortium, these facilities will
support the exchange of information and provide comm~mications
based on low cost technologies.
They will also offer access to computer networks, and afford one and
mu way television linkages among
university classrooms in various
parts of the world. Since then, there
h v e been both global and regional,
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rnultilatcral and bilateral projects
carrying out and promoting the
idea. With the new cclmmunications
technology and the new avenues of
information, colleges and universities may be closer than they can even
imagine to those ideals and the
gIobal learning ideas developed in
the early programs of the United
Nations Ut~iversity.

. . , the universities
world benr
profound moral
responsibilities to
increase
understanding o f
the risks offlre
nuclear age and the
need to reduce
those risks.
of the

Several projects started in CentrLjl.4merica to analyze the role of
the region in the gloh,~ltransformation. Studies and t r a ~ n ~ nlncluded
g
programs on natural resources and
sustainable development, refugees,
Central American peace process
and the Zone of Peace, international
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communication, ctc. Several of these
projccts need to be continued and
cnrnplementcd by studies trilm
other regions ni Four countries.

Not unly the rapid changes of
technology, but also thc fundamental social, political and econon~ic
transform,~tinnsare challenging our
traditional concept of universities
and communication. The late President of the United Nations University, Soedjatmoko (1985), observed
that thp problems educators face in
the ir~dl~strial
world arc vastly different irom those in the developing
areas. In the North, institutions of
higher learning have not responded
adequately to the new educational
neecis and opportunities of their
rapidly changing economies and societles. As a result, many institutions
and centers other than universities
have entered the heid of cducativn
and research. Onr may look for the
newr communications r n r d ~ aas a
partner in global unix c,rsity activities and a s means in the disscm~nation of research finding^.
Furthermnrc, the rapid t e c h cnl change has led to the nccd of
specialization that results In a process of fragmentation, growing alienation, and crisis in values. The
fragmentation of the world is reficctcd and reintorced by the fragmentation ofthe knowledge system
produced by the modern conception
5

of science. The reality is broken up
in bits nt~clpieccs according to the
logic of techtiocrats rathcr than according to the logic of the reality
itself. Due to the fragmented character of human knowledge, i t I S hecoming increasingly divorccd f r c m
the reality it sctks to comprehend.
In order to understand global development, one needs new inkgrated
and interdisciplinary appcaaches to
study reality.
In the poor Srjuth, the basic issue is still both quantity and quality
of universities and communication
systems. There arc simply too few
institutions to accommoda tc the rclentless growth of population. Very
often the educational institutions in
the South follow the European
model in their curriculum despite
that i t is nnt relevant in Europe anymore.
As Soedjatmoko (1985) obset.vcd, society is witnessing a widerlulg of the gap between those with
ready access to information, and
those lackmg such access. The
North-South gap has beconic thixinformation gap, prnving conilusively that mformatiim mmeans power.
Onc needs to look
at the development process-whch is essentially a learning process. Development succeeds whcn a smiety as a
wholc learns to make optirn,~luse of
its resources through the application of sclence anti trclu~ology.Specially if: it uses them to improve the
dally lives of its citizens in ways that
are consonant with their basic values and aspirations.

technology-based leartl~ng,its cost
efficiency and cifcstivencrs, and the
identificatiar~of ways it1 h-hichswiety can rxlore easily overcome cultural and language barriers. In addition, other rcsearch projects need tn
focus on the exploitation and reuse
of learning materials as well as their
adaptation to divergent cultures,
and the identification of appropriate
management and organizational
structurcs, particularly those that
support thc cxtcnsivc, diversified,
complex and multifaceted infrastructure. Such rcscarch should also
include ncw global satellite systems
that are able to deliver almost as
many sewices RS the new fiber optic
networks bcing built bv many telephone cornyanies. In 'doing so, it
will be possible to rcach undcrdeveloped and rural areas that arc
typically cut otf from advanced
communicatiot~s.

New Learning
Environment

Dur to tech~~ological
and political d e v ~ l o p ~ n enew
i ~ t regions of the
world art. entering the global market. h the Circumpolar North, for
example, which has been outside
the concern of major economies and
widely ithabited by indigenous
people, new opportunities emerge.
Tremendous finds of oil and natural
gas in the Russian Arctic and in
Greenland identify the Circumpolar
North as one of the most promising

Universities and research institutes around the world should carry
out research on the regional application and global promotion of the
new learning and dissemination
technologies. These research projects should also address issues such
as the pedagogical effectiveness of

The fragmentlztio~r
ofthe world i s
reflected and
reinforced by the
fragmentation of
the knowledge
system produced
by the modern
conception of
science.
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locations for future cncrgy dcvclnpments. The new political order in
major countries involved, together
with a significant dcrnand for cconomic progress require substantial
capital investment with an expected
high I ctnrn rate. The need for rcsources and the d e ~ l ~ a lfor
~ d consurnpr goods creak new markets.
Sca lincs and traftic from Asia to
Europe will hn\.e new opportunities

Along with these developments, a tji~ntbcrof problems exist.
These include environmental conditions ~ t ltrk~);il~ty
~l
1 t 1 the Arctic, lack
ot adcqudte intrnstructi~res,and illdefined legal and yoli tical rr b'r ~ m ~ ' ~ .
Some of these problems have a technological solution, but some must
be solved by political and eco~jo~nic
mcans. Mutually agreed-to rules
and regulations for business operations, which all sides are willing to
lastingly abide to, should be studied.
An t~nstableand unpredict~ble
world cannot favor harmonioi~s
world development. Therefore. the
roots of insecurity must be st~~diej.
and connected to the world economic developmrt~t.The preparator) \\ l,rh of the United Nations
1995 Wrvld Social Summit has idcnt ~ f ~ the
e d svurces of insecurity that
cmergc. t rom unemployment, poverty, violence, discrimination,
Jri~gs,etc.
Thc world is dcvcloping toward
regional trade blocks whose impact
on the global d~velnpmentmust be
carefully evaluated. Tcchnnlogy is
bringing the world together, but
many cultural factors divide people.
The existing tension between the
technologically strong and thc technologically weak is such that it is
already creating much polit~calunrest in the world. Obvjnusly, t h s
situation is not conduc~veto the
peaceful world order one wished to
have in the twenty-first century.
When it comes to strengthening
people's security, one should encourage rcscarch studies that focw
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Wolence in Schools in Brazil
by Angel Pino
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iolence In the schools cannot he considered as an
isolated
pheiiomenon.
Althuugh this concept
does encompass crrtain communalities, it cannot he ionsldewd \vithout
reference tv the wider context of the
societyas a whole. Not only because
of its institutiuiirll nature, but also
because of the population cold iguration, the school represents ti\ e
of the (ncrall pop~~laticm,
and must
be seen a s rrproducing the structures and dynamics uf the global socicty on another, more limitcd,
scale. As with society, the school Institut~onis not o d y the location of
violence; j.e., the place where vjolent arts ( ~ ~ 1 1producecj
1;
by various
agcntswhomay be either interndl or
external to the imtitutinn itself. But
it is also thc source flf vir>lenct.;since
by reconstituting the structures of
the society, it procreates the violence
that these structures tend to generate. Even though the physical violence of actual people ls more palpable, institutional violence is much
more pernicious because it vitiates
the reason for non-violence itself;
the respect for social institutions.
Bcforu analyzing the problem of
violence in the school environment,
it is necessary to discuss certain preliminary questions of a conceptual
nature. These are important because
they affcct the actual construction of
the object of analysis.
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cally can be easily identified with
instinctive forces over which one
may lose control under certain conAccording to Wcbs ter's Tliirii
New International Dictionary (147b), ditions. The second interpretation
consists of seeing violence as the use
the term "violence" can hc undetdwhich an individual makes of unstood in various ways. Che meanlng
usual mcans to affect another indiis that violence is an "exerticm clf any
physical force as to ini ucrl or abi~se" vidual (to injure, hurt, dcstroy, c t ~ . ) .
Within this interpretation, the inten(p. 2.554). In ttus case, t h t which
sity of the action is no more than a
de f meu the violence is the p LLt-posc
mcans of achieving the goal more
of the action, not the intens~tyof it.
effectively.
The use ot physical torcrl is a means
According to Arendt (1969),
of attaining a specitic end marc "civiolence can be classified as a
ficicntly." A second n ~ e ~ i n i rde~g
"means-end" phenomenon, characfines violence as at1 "action, force or
teristic of those situations where the
feeling" which is "intense, t urbulrnt
meam can dominate the end, either
or furlous"; in tlus case, no explicit
by becoming thc end in itself, or by
reference is made to purpdsc. ACcording to tht. sanw dic tionclryf being more important than the intended purpose. Violence is a phe"violent" is evcry thing t h t ~1s "charnomenon which involves two sepaactenzed by extreme iorce," that
which is "furious or vrl~emrt~t," rate aspects, one ethical and the
other pragmatic. h such a perspcc"extremely or intensely vivid or
tive, it is irrelevant to talk about inloud'' or that which is "unusuclll!.
stinctive forces. Indtibitnbly the
intense" or "unnaturally strong" (p.
driving strength or cncrgy of the ac2554). In tlus case, the character of
tivi ty has its source and origin in the
violence is defined by the intensity
biological constitution of man, but
of the phenomenon. There are thus
itsactivation in a specificsituation is
two possible conceptions of vionrit c ~ af biological nature; it is a spelence. The first perceives violcncc as
cics-spccific capacity of the human
a peculiar characteristic of an action
be~ng,nonexistent in other species,
(intensity), without reference to the
which has emergcd during the prwpurpose of that action, thus reducess of cncultura tion. This interpretaing it to a quantitative and rncasurof violence ernphas~zes thc
tion
able phenomenon. Within this interidpas
of excess a11d inequality in
pretation, violence can bc underrelation to the use of means to
stood as the realization of a powerachieve specific ends. Excess is seen
ful energetic potential which logi-

Conceptual Questions

in relation to limits, whereas inequality is related to standards and
measures. Thus, the question of violence is related to the question of the
existence of norms which define the
limits for human actions in social
oxganiza tions. The excess or disproportionate usage of means while
conducting an action thus reveals an
excess in the ends envisioned. In the
logic of civilized ethics, legitimacy
of an end does not automatically
make the means legitimate, as t h s
also depends on other factors; illegitimacy of end, however, automatically ma kcs any means illugitima te.
Thus violence is more concerned
with the freedom of actors to overstep the limits imposed by social
norms rather than with the actions
themselves. It is impossible to forget
that the attribute which qualifies a
human action is not its physical nature, but rather the signification
which pcoplc attribute to it.

Violence in the
school
environment is
manifested it1 three
different ways:
violence crgai~rst
t l t ~school, violence
irl the school, nnd
violu~rctlof the
school
(insfihrtioncrl
violence).
Such a conceptual ana lvsis does
not account for the semantic density
that so-called violent phenomena
can acquire in the social imagination. As is the case with many other
words and expressions in a Ianguage (i.e., criminal, mad passion,
holocaust, terrorism), the effect is

more powerful than the literal
meaning of the word. The fact is that
the meaning which violent facts
have for people is more closely rclated to their emotional impact and
the difficulty involved in finding ratinnal mc~tivcsto cxplain them than
to their denotative value. This is reIdted tcl theactual experienceof each
individual, a s well as the social reprrsentatlons circulating in the society. Our history 1s replete with vialent c\ en ts such as M JrS, genocides,
slrlvery, death, and exploitation; and
1115these exyerlenies and these represen tations which provide the
~uwerfulevocative pcrtrnt~alfor the
~ r u r di~it>l~,ni-~7
that makes it capable
of pro1 vking s l ~ c hexceedingly intenwe reactions.
Another source of ambiguitv is
the f,qilurc of the specialized 11terature to distinguish betwccn terms
such a s vrolnrce, aggrcssron, and
r-rrnrr. As d'Entreves (quoted by
Arendt 1969) said, the correct use of
such terms is not so much a question
of grammatical logic, but rather of
historical perspective. Such terms as
crinrt., aggression, and z~iolence, despite their semantic connections, are
conceptually distinct and refer to
quite different phenomena. The
concept of zGolence refers to a specific
means of aggression which exists
only in the world of humans,
whereas the concept of nggression rcfers to a natural disposition to defend and attack, which is common
to many animal species, including
humans. The concept of crime, on the
other hand, has a legal connotation;
breaking the law. It is obvious that
there are acts of aggression conducted with violence, but there are
others where no violence is involved. Moreover, there are many
crimes which imply aggression,
either physical or moral, but there
are others where no such aggression
is involved (the so-called "victirnless crimes"). There are also crimes
conducted with extreme violence;
whereas, others do not imply any.
On the other hand, it is a1so obvious
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that certain acts of aggression so
grim as homicide are not always legally a crime, a s is the case of war
and legitimate deiense. Moreover,
they may be cclnciuctt.d cithcr violently or nm-violently. Thcrc are
also acts which d r r i ~ oconsidered
t
to
be violent, but which may bc the
exyrer;r;ic)n c ~ tpure, yet symbolic,
\,ioltlnce.

Violence, Instinct and
Rational iiy
In the rilc.1~11
imagination, thc
term i ' i ( ~ l t ' t ~ ~ . LL' . V C ) ~ C Stlw image of
turbulence, telluric movements, and
u n ~ o t ~ t r o l l etlatiiral
~i
forces threatcnlng to reduce everything to chaus.
This is,^ ~ontuscdimage of unorgan)zed, impetuous, ~ n uncontrolled
d
forces. According to Morin (1977)
human beings hnve inherited
thnught patterns in rt.hich the Lagos
involvcs ordtr and rules. This
makes logical uppusi tion a question
of the exclusion of contrary elements so that they face ctlnstituti\,e
difficulties in dealing with issues of
reason and order. T h s otitlonk Icads
to the position that, given thc difficulty in finding a rational explrlnation for violent acts, such acts are
considered to be irrational phenomena that may be explained only by
the disclosurc of instincts which are
normally concealed in the innermost depths of consciousnuss or ly
deviations from reasnn. The idea u t
the instinctive nature of violence IS
deeply rooted in modern thought,
with a basis in the dualist traditicln
which conceives of the individual as
a dual entity, divided between the
disorder of nature and thc order of
reason. This is the meaning of the
quotation "Homo homini lupus,"
which is the basis of Hobbes's moral
and political philosophy that he so
well presented in 1651 in his book,
The Leviathan. Freud (1968) considered it irrefutable in the light of experiences in life and history. According to him, upon thc failure of
M a y 1995

antagonisticpsycluc forces to Inhibit
violmce, thls can manifest itself
spontaneously, "causing man to become like a wild animal wluch has
no respect for other members of hs
own species" (pp. 37-38).
Ths thesis of a dualistic person
has been reinforced by a series of
scientific studies in biology and
ethology conducted in the 1960s
(Dart, 1959; Larenz, 1969,1970; Tinbergen, 1968; Andrey, 1961, 1966;
Morris, 1967, 1969; Storr, 1968,
1972). As pointed out by Johnson
(1972), this research, in addition to
maintaii1iiig the belief that aggrrssivn or v~olenceis of an u~stinctive
nature, tries to shuw its adaptive
value for the survibal oi the syecies-wi th survival of the species
generdlly obtained at the expense of
the individual. The major objection
to this research, which contributed
so much to our knowledge of the
mechanisms underlying the social
orga~~ization
of an~rnals,is that they
attempt to use mechanisms of the
functioning of social organization of
animals, where they are highly relevant, to account for that of the social
life af humans. Such is the case of
prcwsses of ritualizatbn (concept attributed
to
Huxley),
which
acccording to Lorenz (1969), is an
evolutionary phenomenon designed to avoid aggression between
congeners which could result in mutual destruction. Lorenz recognizes
the cultural characteristics of people, but does not hesitate to use such
phy logenetic mechanisms to explair~ the conformity of civilized
peoples to sacred customs and traditions as ritualistic conformity. In the
new imtinctive mechanisms arising
from erolutionary adaptation to
new cultural conditions, Lorenz
sccs the principles controlling the
trad~tionsand customs, which become the rituab ot civll~zedpeoples
and permit the reorienkation of instincts for violence. This provides a
biological view of the origins of culture which is highly problemat~c.It
is one tlung for people to have il
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biologjcally h e r j ted capacity for
attack and self-defense, and another
to say that violence is a spontaneous
and inevitable action when cultural
intubitions fail to function. To say
that violence is the result of the releasing of instinctive tendencies
when people lose rational control is
the same as saying that violence is
not a human attribute, but this is
patently false. On the other hand,
suggesting that the use of reason
makes humans a more dangerous
arumal than others, because they
have access to even more powerful
technological means jeopardizes the
status of reason itself. The affirmaticm of the irrationality of violence
thus leads to an impasse: the same
idca of reason and rationality used
to comprehend it is excluded from

These factors tend
t o leave the
student in the
position of "n
stranger in the
nest" a t school,
breeding hostile
reactions towards
the school, or
rather towards the
administrative
persoplnel and
teachers,
its explanation. The question of Lorenz (1970) as to "why rational beings behave in such a nun-rational
fashion" can most rationally be answered by affirming that it is precisely bccausc of their rationality. A
rational being has the ~ d p d ~ i to
ty
find reasons for actions, even when
these reasons are not socially acccp table due to 50cial ncirrns. Only a rational being car1 act irrationally. The
Thresholds itr Edtrcr~tion

key to the enigma of the =called
irrationality of violence thus lies in
reason itself. If violence is "irrational," it is not because it arises
from non-rational reasoning, nor because it comes from instinctive
forces having gotten out of control,
but rather because it is the product
of dangerous rational iVt.asoning.
This is what occurs when certain
mechanisms such as simplification,
which reduces everything to a single
explicative principle, and yolarization, which is the incapacity of accepting the legitimacy of divergent
or antagonistic positions (Hacker,
1972) leave people with no altclnatives. The problem i s not the lack of
reason, but rather the presence of a
reason judged to be sdfici~ntly
strong to justify breaking fhc socially established limits and rules.
What is most frightening about the
phenomenon of violence, when fear
is involved, is thc dranlatlc Jppearancc-thc exposure ot cruelty in its
pure s t a t e r a t h e r than the conccptual meaning in itself. I t is possible
tu say that it is the a p ~ ~ ~ r c nabtly
surd character of this clran~aticcomposition which makes violet~ceseem
irrational. As the arullyst.5 of Foucault (1972) hare shown, thc cxperience of mad Reason <~ncIa reasonable Madness were familiar during
the Renaissance. It was with
Cartes~anrat~onalismthat Madness
ccascd to be a dramatic experience
of criticism of Reasnn to become the
msnift>station of error. Later in the
n~nrteenthcentury, the introduction
of the terms "moral insanity"
(Prichard, 1835) and "folie morale"
(Esquirol, 1838) (concepts from psychiatry which recognized the existence of madness without any alteration nf mental functioning) led to the
consideration of violence as an irrational and pa thotogical "social instinct" and then to the consideration
of violence as irrational, not resufting from the lack of reason, but from
twisted or perverted reasoning.
The above arguments lead to
the following conclusions: 1)acting

violently is an exclusively human
characteristic and is, thus, the result
of reason, not: instinct; 2) violence is
not only restricted to the means utilized, but also to its relatjonshp with
the desired ends, thus situating it in
the area of ethics and human rights;
3) once ethical principles and human rights are violated by individuals or social institutions without
punishment, one paves the way for
a multiplicity of violent actions and
their legitimacy.

Violence in the
School Environment
It is impossible to sketch an objective panorama of the occurrence
of violence in the school environment in a country the size of Brazil.
Tremendous geographical, social
and economic differences exist between the regions and between urban and rural dwellers. Also, a large
number of schools display immense
disparity in material and pedagogic
conditions; moreover, there is a
dcarth of statistical data available.
Any estimate uf the extension and
gravity of the problem rx,ill certainly
not correspond to the reality. The
difficulties are also n ~ utiplied
l
bccause of the concentration of the
mass media on occurrences of a violent nature, which may lead to their
ovcrestimatjon, although the objrctivc dimensions of reality, avoided
by the mass media, may lead to underestimation.
Given these difficulties, one
possible path for analysis would he
to emphasize the rehianship between the facts and their possible
explanation. Violence in the school
envirclnn~entis manifested in three
different ways: violence fig~iiristthe
school, violence in the school, and
violence of the school (institutional
violence).
Violence againsf the school may
be manifested in different forms, including predatory vandalism of the
facilities, such as breaking doors,

windows, and permanent material,
as well as defacing the walls with
graffiti; invasiot~oi the grounds for
various illegal activities, such as the
consumption of dn~gs;dnd plundering and the thctt of material, such as
hydraulic fittings and electrical
components.
Such acts usually occur on
weekends and holidays or at night
when the schools are closed. The
perpetrators of these acts are generally adolescents of the communities
where the schools are located, and
generally do not attend the school
(although occasionally older adolescents who have failed to complete
the elementary grades may be involved). Almost all the perpetrators
of these acts of violence are educational outsiders; i.e. they are part of
that enormous contingent of individuals excluded by the school. This
issue will be discussed in further
detail later in the text.

The causes of
violence in the
school, R S in the
society a t large, are
rn;ltiple and
complex, but the
root of all of them
can be traced to the
intolerable
economic and
social conditions
created by the type
of development
model that has
been implemented
throughout the
years in Brazil.
The scarce and limited research
published in ths area (Guimades,
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148.5) suggests various reasons for
violence against the school; especially a generali~edlack of security,
a lack of integration of the school
into the community, and the disciplinary practices of the school. A
total iack of physical condiiions for
the protection of the school (inadcquate walls, gates, doors and windows, and of security services (inadequate policing, especially during the periods when the school is
closed) leave the school in the posit ~ o nof a "no-man's land," at the
mercy of gangs of sncially nstracized ,~ldolescents.There i s also a
lack i-rf integrat~onbetwem school
and cnmmunlty, with t h ~ sbeing
more p~.oncmnre~j
w h ~ nthere is a
grca tcr lack nf services in the community. Thc rrsult is that thcschoul
is not trlt to bc theobject of collective
ownership, sclmething to be prcservcd. Morenver, even when the
physical installations of thv schnrll
are precarious, tlley uften staild in
dircct ctlntrast with the ever1greater
insecurity of hijusin~in the surrounding ncighbarhooci and thc
pressin): ntleil for senxes in the
community, e s p e ~ i ~ ~rvllere
l l y play
and recreation tor child re11 and adolcsccnts are concerned; this makes
the school seem to be some sclrt elf
"strange entity" within the social reality of the community. The rclation
of school and community is aggravated by the fact that these installations lie idle for long periods of the
year, constituting, without doubt, a
constant provocation in the eyes of
the residents of the community.
How can one believe that such public entity as the school has nothing to
do with the almost miserable reality
of so many communities? Furthermore, there are numerous other factors involved in the deterioration of
the relationships between teachers,
students, and school administration. These include the disciplinary
mechanisms of the school, especially those directly linked to the
poor and the socially ostracized; the
expectations of educational failure
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for children from these areas, catered to by many teachers; the deterioration of the physical conditions
of the school from either lack or misuse of financial resources; the Lack of
professional incentives for teachers,
at least partially due to low salaries;

and a plethora of shifts for different
groups of students, resulting in various "schools" within a single school
building, with children spending
only three or four hours a day a t
school. These factors tend to lea\.e
the student in the position of "a
stranger in the nest" a t school,
breeding hostile reactions tmvard~
the school, or rather towards the administrative personnel and teaihCTS.

The violence it1 the schml almost always comes from outsrde the
school and parallels the urban violence which i s daily becoming more
and more of a menace. For the past
few years, schools have become the
target of gangs of adolescents who
prey on the population of the school,
even the poorest, subm~ttingthem
to armed robberies, beatings, and
rape. The most prevalent locations
for such violence are found in the
vicinity of the entrance of the school,
but more iutd more frequently, such
violations occur inside the school itself. Ln general, such occurrences are
more common in the schools in the
"periphery" (the poorer areas on the
outskirts of towns), where there is a
total lack of security, more so than in
the center of town. But no school is
i111murw from this type of violence.
Such violcnce can occur at any hour
of the day, but is more frequent during the time when students are entering and leaving the school and at
night. Although the problem of violence in the school is quite serious
hcsailsc i t involves children, it is
part of the general climate of violence and insecurity which has invaded the large urban centers of the
country. In any location and at any
time, there is a relatively high risk of
becoming the victim of robbery, assault, rape, or even homicide.
May 1995

The causes of violence in the
school, as in the society at large, are
multiple and complex, but the root
of all of them can be traced to the
intolerable ~ o n o m i and
c swial conditions created by the type of development modet that has been irnplemented throughout the years in Brazil. As noted by Chahad and Cervini
(1988), this model has been characterized by the following:

If one associfites
this school
structure with the
process of
exclusion which
occurs throughout
the educational
process, it is
possible to claim
that the whole
educational
system, represented
by the school, is
institutionally
violent.
1) Unequal distribution of
wealth (in 1989, the poorest 40 percent of the population accounted for
only 7.5 perccnt of the national
wealth, with the richest 10 percent
holding 51.5percent);
2) Presence of a large contingent
of people who live below or near the
poverty level (nearly 75 percent of
the population earn three minimum
monthly salaries or less, which
wnuld be equivalent to approximately US $210 today, in a society
where the cost of living is similar to
that in United States).
3) An exclusive society, which
excludes the majority of thc popula-
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tion from access to material goods
and culture.
Although it may be incorrect to
establish causal relationships between poverty and violence, since
the latter does recognize economic,
ethnic, or wxual barriers, conditions
of misery and human dcgradation
constitute an extremely fertile territory for all types of corruption, such
as drug trafficking, arms sales, and
the trading of influence, as these
seem to provide an easy way out of
economic difficulties. The use of viulence (physical, moral or psychological) is generally nothing mnre
than a tool for achieving this objcctive. 1t is an approach that is becoming more and more frequent, duc to
the general climate of fear and insecurity which has invaded thc society, iven in the delinquent sectors.
Violence of the school reproduces cln another, somervhat
smaller scale, the violence nf the cntire social system. I t is indubitably
the most serious of all the types of
violence cnmmitted due to its social
consequences, Violence of the
school is understood to include not
only the numerous arbitrary acts of
disciplinary power practiced by the
teachers and admiiiistrat~onof the
school, but also the violence of the
school system as a whole, w h ~ c h
makes the school an agcnt either by
commission or by omission. This is
much more a violence of ends than
of means. It is a silent and ptmiciuus
violence which is normally not considered to be violencr at 511 because
it is so intertwined 1~1ththe ~ s c l u sion and social ostracism inhcrcn t in
school practices. This \ ic)lt.nce 1s w.1denced in many forms, but on]\ two
will beconsidered here. the scl;ctivc.
exclusion of students as a functiun
of the social conditions of their nrigin and the perpetuation vf these
same conditions in the for111of educational projects.
According tv J report of the
Ministry of Education and CulturcMEC (1988), in thc 1985 cnrollmc~~t
(29,153million) in the three levels of

education (eight years of obligatory
primary education, three years of
secondary education, plus university instruction) were distributed in
the form of a n irregular pyramid,
with 84.9 percent of t h students
~
in
primary education, II).,percent
U
in
secondary, and 4.69 percent at the
university. Ths distribution constitutes a profile of the educati~nalsvstern of the country as a whole w h c h
has remained relatively stable for
several decades. However, it may
give a false impress~oni f one does
not consider that the makeup of the
84.9 percent in pritnaq school also
reflects a similar distribution forthe
8-year pcriod. Thus ot the total enrollments in the tirst year of mmdatory instruction in 1975, onlv 46.2
perccnt completed the ;wand
grade, 38.5 percent completed the
fourth, and a mere 18.13 percent
graduated from eighth grade. As
stated in UNICEF's report, "The
Progress of Nations" published in
the newspaper "Folha de SZto Paulo"
on July 31,1994, given the economic
potentials of Brazil and considering
the limit of functional illiteracy, one
should expect that 88 percent of
those who initiate the elementary
school should complete the fourth
grade.
According to data from (IBGE,
PNAD-1986, apud {sic) lPEA
1990:40), the relation between level
of education and job reveals that, of
the total pool of active workers who
earned the eyuivaler~tof two minimum monthly salaries (equivalent
today to US $144), 42.34percent had
attended four or less years of school,
22.4 percent had attended from 5 to
8, and 8.53 percent had completed
from 9 to 11 years. On the other extreme, of those who earned more
than 10 minimum monthly salaries
(equivalent to approximately US
$700), 15.39 percent had 4 or less
yeats of school, 14.57 percent had
horn 5 to 8,20.25percent had from
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9 to 11, and 48 percent had contin-

ued their education beyond h g h
school. It thus becamcs clear that
there is a direct relation between
educational level and career status.
The failure to get a good educaticm
condemns an individual to a rnen~al
position in the occupational system
and to earning a lower salary. As
Pino and Pino (1992) concluded subeducation, sub-employment, and
low pay constitute a vicious cycle
for the maintenance of poverty and
misery.
Despite the fact that school
repetition and failure lead to an accelerated abandonment of the
school, they do not explain the socalled "failure of the schools." This
leads one to yonder the question: Is
there truly a "failure of the schools"?
From the point of view of the student, it is certainly possible to speak
of failure in that students fail to
achieve the levels of education
which they deserve and would like
to reach. But it is totally unjust to
attribute ths, at least exclusively, to
their own personal resyon~ibility.
However, from the p i n t of view elf
the educational system, i t is more
difficult to speak of "failure" considering the fact that everything within
the system conspires tu bring this
about. The educational system has
not only lived with t h s situation for
decades, hut it has done nothing to
change it. Df>ctbtsare thus justified
as to the t n ~ objectives
e
of a system
which penalizes almost exclusively,
students coming from neighborhoods where stlb*iucation, subemployment, and poverty prevail
and where the majority of the population, both active and inactive, is
concentrated. Everything leads one
to conclude that there is no political
desire to change the situation because it satisfies the interests of the
minority who benefit from it, thus
guaranteeing the concentration of
income which has made the entire
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country so poor and ashamed of its
poverty. If this hypothesis is correct,
the school is a n accomplice in the
educational system, violating the
right tv education of the weakest
mernbers of society, a right which is
rntlre and mvre crucial in obtaining
other fundamental rights, which
among other things, guarantcc a dccent q c t ~ l ~of
t ylife.
Atlother form of violence,
linked with the previous one, is the
role of the educational system in the
maintenance of the conditions of
poverty and ostracism of the student population coming from poor
neighborhoods Desp te the endorsement of the pri~~ciples
of universality and equality of plibl~ceducation, as noted by M a i h a J u (1 989),
the educational system is in reality,
bascd on the liberal model of the
"common sc.hoo1," wl~icli is
founded on the principlcs ok lriliucJrsality of elementary instruction-the
minimum necessary required by the
productive svstern-and the In<k clJ
equallt!, In qu~-ilitict?tions
far thc jobs
oftclrtld by the c~cupationalsystem.
This lack of equality is accepted by
the educational system through a
duplicity of training: the proprlt~tiriitic, which aims to prepare college
graduates to be professionals, and
vocational cdircation, which trains
technicians for jobs of a secondary
nature. The true conditions of the
educational system grant it the right
to select who will go in one direction
and who will go in the other. If one
associates this school structure with
the process of exclusion which occurs throughout the educational
process, it is possible to claim that
the whole educational system, represented by the school, is institutionally violent. As a matter of fact, the
educational system is basically responsible for the social process of
exclusion and the continued discrimination and sol at ion of the
pmrer segnien ts of society.
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Coping With Violence in the Schools: The Challenge
of Limited Possibilities
by Lannard J.A. Vriens
Lannard \.A. Vrit3nsis in the Factrlty of Social Sciences, Dryartltlc?rfcf
Education, Utredzt University, The Nethcrlnnds.
n the summer of 1994 an article
appeared in the Dutch paper,
NRC Handelsblad about violence in Dutch schools. It described the following incident:

I

During the last two weeks
two teachers and two collaborators of a secondary
school in Amsterdam have
been threatened by pupils.
Last week a sixteen year
old boy was arrested and
brought before the public
prosecutor. The boy is a
pupil of the Mondriaan Lyceum in ArnsterdamWest. He fell out with a
teacher, an assistant and a
volunteer of the Educational Means Fund because of a book he had borrowed. The quarrel was
probably caused by the
fact that he had to pay
money when the book was
brought back in a bad condition. He left but soon he
came back with six
friends. They hit and
kicked the three members
of the staff and spouted
tear gas. The teacher injured h s head, the assistant had bruises and the
volunteer got tear gas in
his eyes. (p- 3 )
Violence in schools is not a
brand new problem. At all times
there has been violence in schools, as
18

well as in society. Aggression and
violence are part of human history
and probably it will always be a
chaHenge how to manage these phenomena. Schools are mirrors of society so they will reflect its problems
and sometimes be part of them. But
as it becomes apparent on the daily
news reports, the current problem
with violence and aggression in
schools seems to be more widely
spread, and more intense than in the
past, not to mention its greater societal impact. The exampIe described
above shows a new problem in our
country: direct aggression against

Schools have the
responsibility and
the task t o help
children and
youngsters as much
as possible not
only to become
good people and
good citizens, but
also t o have a good
and humane life a t
school.
teachers. For this reason, it is critical
to carry out an in depth analysis of
Thresholds in Educatiotl

this issue to determine the underlying causcs of this antistlcial behavior. The violence against the teacher
and his assistants seems to be not
just mere aggression against some
persons, but rather a clear rejection
on part of the pupils of the standards
of the school and its pedagogical intentions. Here it is timely to pondcr
the following question: How do
such youngsters behave with regard
to their peers? Some school counsellors are speaking of a climate of v i e
lencu in which pupils and teachers
are terrorized by criminal pupils
who refuse all positive influence not
only frnm school, but also from their
parents. The problems are more
complex because of the fact that
many of these schools are situated in
the slums of big cities. In these
slums, parents are the losers of society and have no positive influence
on their children even if they
wanted to have it. Schools are the
representatives of outside standards
which obviously arc not accepted by
these pupils.
Nevertheless, problems are
meant to be addressed and to the
extent possible solved, even if they
are complex. Aggression and violence have their origin in the social
circumstances and the biological
disposition of the human race, but
this should not be an excuse to do
nothing about it. Schools have the
responsibility and the task to help
children and youngsters as much as
possible not only to become good
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people and good citizens, but ako to
have a good and humane life at
school. This means that they must
lend a hand to the children w ha become the victims af violence. In addition, the school has the moral task
to help the offenders become better
people capable of Leading a nonviolent social life. This is currently a
tough job for the school, and it will
not be easier in the futurc. The
school might not bc ablc tv fultill the
cxyt.ctations of the citizens in this
respect, but this should only be a
reason to try harider.
This article will explore the
problem of violence in schools, not
only as it has manifested itself in the
past ten years, but also in a historical
context. First, suvara l different types
of violence will be analyzed and described in connection to what they
mean to the persons concerned.
Then sume cultural developments
and three connected pedagogical
paradokrs will be presented and
analvzed. There will also be an outline af their relationship with the
various types of violence. In addition, sorne ideas and recnmmendaticlns ccgacding ways to copc with
the d i h e n t kinds of problems associated with this issue will be also
presented.

Types of Violence
There are different types of violence in society. Therefcire, one cannot automatically reduce them to
the same social and psychological
processes. Consequently, each t y ~ e
of violence requires its own analysis
and its own strategy to deal with i t .
The following three types of violence in schools will be addressed
and identified in this article:
The first type is z~iolmcrbrt~uccn
ptipiis, in and of-sclroul grolrnds. Bullying in different forms and intcnsity is a very common phenomenon
in education. In Norway, Roland
(1989) concluded that "at least 5 percent of the childrcn in primary and
secondary education schools (7-16)
M a y 1995

are victims of bullying and that, it is
estimated that about the same number of pupils are involved in school
violence as bullies" (p. 22). In other
countries the figures may be more or
less different, but it is hard to deny
the fact that the bullying problem is
a very serious one. For the Nctherlands Mooij (1992) offers us the follurving data:

When teachers
notice that children
bully, they can help
the class to look
for alternative
behavior patter~ls
by making the117
understand the
problem and its
underlying
consequences.

4 percent of the childrcn in primary schools are subject to hullying several times a week.

For secondary education the
number is 2 percent.
8 percent of the childrcn it1 primary schools is bullied oncc or
twicc a week. In secondary
schools the percentage is 2.
23 percent o f thc primary

school children say that thes
are the victim of bullying regularly, which is sometimes a
year or n-torc often. l n secondary ducati ion 6 percent of
the ~ i h o o popillation
l
are at
risk to become victims (p.103).
hlooij's also found that "teachers hardly ever help thc victims, and
that children drln'i tell the~rparents
that they are the victims of bullying
activities" (p. 104). It is evident that
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bullying is a serious problmn~which
touches almost every pupil cithcr as
a victim, as an offender or as a spectator. h spite of the f ~ c tthat rrsearchers such as Mooij (1992) prB
vide us with a lot of data about bullying, they are rather limi tcd in their
ideas as to how to attack the problem effectively. According to Mouij
some researchers includ~nghimself
have found that there is no relationship between the number of bullies
and victims and the number of pupils in a class g r o u p Also, they have
concluded that a rn~lrcintensive supervision results in ,I smaller number of bullies and victims and that in
big secondary schilolr thcrc is less
bullying. These hndings uf social
psycholog~calresearch may bc impurtant, but some c'ritlc"i1 r c n ~ a r k
are pertinent at this point.
F~rstof all their t.c~I~.vancc
to
pr~ctltlonersis 1irnit~t.d.
'[ o tind that
bullying is a worl~iwi~lc.
5prc;ld
problem does not tell ~ 1 3hot<*to
solve the problem. I t I S t%vidrntthat
these findings fa11to expla~nthe cssence of the bully~ngpn.lb1t.m as a
communicatiun problem and are
not able to help the teacher in thc
actual situation.
Another point of critiquc is that
this research tells us nothing about
the motives of the children, their
feelings, their perspectives and the
extent to which these factors drc interrelated. The rcsuarchers only describe the problem in terms of
causes of the bullying behavior and
steps to prevent or intervene in this
behavior. The mcasurcs rccommended tn takc care of the consequences are mostly concentrated on
helping the victims, and s w m
hardly cnnncctcd to the research
findings.
And last but not least, the social
psychological a p p r o ~ c hdocs not interpret the experiences of the diffcrent parties in the situation. Mostly
thcrc is a basic solidaritv with the
victims, but i t would also be vclliiable to di~tii7guisha n d research the
life-world experiences of the othcr

parties in the situation: the bullies,
the neutrals and the teachers. They
all have their own interpretations of
the concrete situation, and real solutions cannot be found without taking thew perspectives into account.
This can be illustrated with some
remarks on the role elf the teacher.
Generally people and researchers
agree that teachers arc not very
good helprrs in bullyiiig situations.
However, the teacher's position is a
very delicate one. At the Department of Edtication of Utrecht University, the rclle of the teacher has
heen explored in some small research projects from a phcnomenological point of view in which
students participatecl (Vriens, 1992).
Chil~lrenin ditferet~tsituations and
teachers were inttln.iewed to analyze the role of the teaher The following conclusions were reached:
(1) Sometimes teachers are part of
the problem when they put themselves on the side of the bullies. For
the victims, this is an awful experience in which their self-concept is
seriously damaged. (2) From the victims' point of view teachers are always failing because they either do
not see or are not aware of the problem, and when they learn about its
existence, they do not take ~t seriously. Not to mention the unfortunate fact that often teachers do not
know how to cope with bullying effectively. Also, there is no doubt that
the problem of the victims has more
sides to it. On the one hand, victims
need support from a responsible
educator when they are in trouble;
on the other h d , help from the
educator carries the risk that the
situation might get worse. The
teachers' responsibility in a bullying
situation cannot be limited to helping the victim. Teachers are responsible for the whole class. This automatically implies a tendency to
value the position of the other parties as wdl. If they do not do so, their
influence in the class will diminish,
and they will not be looked at as fair
educators in the eyes of the class

members. Finally, one has to understand that teachers may have their
own feelings and perspectives that
might bias their view ot the concrete
situation. They may h ~ v etheir own
prefercnces of chiidren, tht'11r own
difficulties with the behavior of thc
bullies and the victims, and oftet~,
there is a kind of ambiguity tor\.nrii
the children who disturb their idea
of being the leader of a positive
group interaction.
In short, it is very difficult for
teachers to take the right position in
the mixture of feelings of the parties
with their different arguments and
strategies and their own ambiguous
feelings and options. Nevertheless,
teachers must do something. Thcy
should not remain mere spectators
in this struggle. They are respunsible professionals and as such, they
should cope with this pedagogicdl
problem that is threatening and disturbing the developmental and
learning conditions of their pupils.
The second type of violence in
schools is the aggression b e f w e ~ n
t t , ~ c I ~ t ,~r 7~ i dp~ipils. This violence
may be o n e s ~ d e dor reciprocal. The
nwst classic type is thr violeilce of
the teacher against the students
lvhich was the typical scenarioin the
old authoritarian classical school. In
the authoritarian school, the teacher
was the absolute ruler of his class.
The pupits were disciplined to the
norms and values of the school and
were supposed to learn about and
listen to what the teacher was telling. If they did not obey, the teacher
had the option of severe punishment, includitlg the use of corporal
punishment. The main goal of the
authoritarian school was not the development of the capacities of the
pupils, but rather the transfer of
knowledge, skills and virtues which
were wanted by society. In this conception, there was no need to link u p
to the interests and needs of the children and youngsters unless this
proved to be more effective. Discipline was one of the main problems.
Education became a continuous
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fight between teachers who had to
defend thcir powcr and the pupils
who rebelled against. an inhumane
system. Mostly the school won and
sometimes this victory ruined the
lives of the more sensitive children.
Adorno (,1971) and Buelens and Wijnen (1971) provide many examples
oi t h ~ sphenomenon which defined
our conception of school and education fur a long time.
Althnugh the authoritarian
school is no longer dominant in
Dtltch culture, this does not imply
that there is no x'iolent 'education'
anymore. In the Dutch educational
system cnrpor;ll pl~nishmentis not
allowed, and i t hardly exists anvmore. But becdusr of tlir fait that
teachcrs st111 are 1,jrgely 'kings in
their own classroom' thn-cstill is the
opportunity of the non-corporal
hidden viole~jce. Especially frustrated dnd cynictjl tcachcrs can do a
lot of harm to the dependent child ren.

Violerice czlwa ys
distrcrbs the
working and living
climate in the
school and

intetferes with its
pedagogical aims.
On the other hand, one may
conclude that thc retreat of the
authoritarian school gave space to
more violence of pupils against the
teachers. Since the sixties education
changed from the transfer of knowledge, skills and virtues to a process
of negotiation about values and sclling knowledge and skills. The problem with this approach is that what
the school has to offer can hclrlrtly
compete with what children get
from the media and the youth cul-

ture. For even the more humane
school still stands for:
1.Efort. Most of the pupils have
to work hard to master what the
school teaches.
2. Diilln~.ssand devotion to duty.
Practice bears art, but it also demands persistence and time and is
not always pleasant. Much is obligatory and all this need not bc intercsting.
3. Soiidity nnri regularity. This is,
by and large, the contrary tn a
swinging existence. {,earning tables,
words, or analytical mathematics
drmand task consciousness and
repetition. (Incidentally, if one sees
the importance c>f rhythm In young
life one should ask the question,
why did schools do away with the
method of singsong instead of modernizing it?)
4. (7rriilrrlry c.nnfronlation with
1rnexritil1,y n ~ i rfet
f 5. The school has
only little to do with 'rc~l'lifc. If
there am connections a t all, they are
rather concentrated on the dull aspccts of rcal lifc. Onc may doubt if
thcst. can motivatc children and
youngsters.
Of course, one never sees this
image of the school in the media.
There the concept of school is not
that of an institute in which children
are supposed to study, but rather a
society of youngsters in which relationships and problems with relationships are in focus. Teachers are
hardly associated with the transfer
of culture, and as educators they are
a little bit ridiculous. The youngsters
are able to manage their own problcrns.

In such a situation, pupils are
boreci stiff and are prepared to challenge teachers who have a weak
natural authority. Teachers can no
longer rely on the authority of the
institution school or the family, and
therefore, fall so~netirnesvictims to
aggression. Teachers have a hard job
to do just watching out for their own
safety, especially in city schools
where the student body ct>mt.sfrvm
many different cultures.
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introduced into a world of necessary
violence and use of arms, the school
climate can benega t ively influenced
in a dramatic way. In this context, it
is difficult for teachers to stress the
importance of social values and
norms to their pupils, especially if
they cannot count on the support of
the parents.
Even without this kind of criminal infiltration schools havr to
reckon with criminal activities of
children and youngsters, although
they are less alarming. Almost wery
secondary school is familiar with
drug abuse and thcft on school
grounds, and in thc ncighbvrhood
stores. Especially in large scale
schools, pupils are anonyrnnus
pawns in a climate which offers the
opportunities to be derailed without
being noticed. It may not create a
no mutter how
threatening situation, but it certainly deprives these children from
nruch imbedded in
a positive climate which would help
our culture
them develop in a positive way.
violence may be,
A special criminal expression of
violence
is the g m w ing racism and
children l l i l r s f be
nationalism
among students. This is
prepared for u
a common tcetld in tnany r;chools,
better future.
although fortiinatcly, schools have
put in place many activities to warn
these youngsters ot the damaging
cnnsc.jucnccs
of thtsr phenomena.
In spite nf the fact that 1 iolcncc
A
very good point in most programs
has bccomc a part of evpqday
against racism, fascism and neo-Naschool life, especially in the older
zjsm is that they are carried out by
city schools, the problem is mc~stly
young people as well as by adults.
denied. Problems with violent stuDespite this effort in the right direcdents are a new taboo in the field of
tion, this issue is yet to be resolved,
education. However, this threatenespcci~llyin the poverty stricken
ing reality cannot be hidden in a
sections of the cities where many
society where schools are not isoforeigners live.
lated pedagogical islands. In fact,
schools receive their share of societal problems. It is here where the
Pedagogical Paradoxes
source of the third type of school
From the previous analysis, one
violence may be found because as it
has become apparent,
cri??linal can easily arrive at the conclusion
that violence in the schools is not an
rietwork tries to recrrirt yulloll~lgstersand
evrrr youtrg chrldrcrr for llrcir aillloluitics
isolated problem. Our culture is
'blessed' with a huge potential for
rn the schools. Otten this is only a
aggression at almost cvcry icvcl of
silent activity, but because these
society. This aggression is an imporyoungsters
earn
considerable
tant characteristic c ~ four cuiture
amounts of money in the process,
and because of the fact that they are
which penetrates into almost every-

Recently tlus problem has
reached considerable proportions.
Youngsters seem to be more willing
to use physical violence, particularly in situations where feachers
lose control and authority. There is
also a tendency on their part to terrorize other children. Violence
seems to be the normal way of comn~unication and weapons like
knives, catapults and fire arms come
on the scene. A school which has
reached this critical stage has a serious problem. If it receives the reputation of an unsafe school parents
will move their children to a better
school, and the existence of the
school will be in jeopardy.

,..
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one's everyday life. Children are
constantly confronted with it from
an early age. However, no matter
how much imbedded in our culture
violence may be, children must be
prepared for a better future. Somehow education and schooling have
the obligation to draw alternative
lines or avenues for the development and education of children. For
although in our culture, violence is
present everywhere, it does not
mean that there are not other nlternatives and effective ways to address the problrm effectively.
h this contt'xt, a pedagogical
theory should offer alternatives to
understand violence and strategies
to cope with it effectively. It is unfortunate that there are no such theories UI pedagogy. Pedagogyis as uncertain about its basic values and
strategies as society and culture in
general. This is a real limitation
when one tries to attack the problems of violence in the schools. I n an
effort to help understand and clarify
this issue, a short description ui this
pedagogical dilemma is offered in
three paradoxes.

First paradox: Pedagog
between optimism an
doubt

d

Peddgugy defines education as
helping children and youngsters to
k o m e adults. This means that they
will be able to manage themselves in
the society of tomorrow. In essence,
t h s is an optimistic definition because it implies a trust in the future.
The optimism of pedagogy goes
farther than this everyday meaning:
education and school do not only
contribute to a better future of the
child, they are also oriented towards
a better world. This optimism is
based on the ideology of the Enlightenment, which provides a modem
world view with its ideas of progress, scientific development, and
democracy. The so-called project of
progress of the Enlightenment fm
cused on the betterment of the

world by means of the spread ot
knowledge, the development ol science, the propagation of democracy
and the creation of a better human
being. TIIFGerman philosopher Immanuel Kant (1917) even defined
the ultimate goal as eternal peace.
This world view of the Enlightenment was dominant during the
Nineteenth Century and was at the
birth of national education. With the
motto "For every school we open we

One may conclrlde

that f ~ the
r
humanity of the
future our society
does not have a

committi~zg
concept of vnlues
unymore.
can close a prison" the idea that
knowtedge is both power and virtue
was worked out: in a practical projec t of education for all. In the Twent ieth Century this world view is still
the dominant one, but its optimism
was attacked seriously due to the
influelice of such psychological
theories a s psvchoanalysis and two
world wars. ~ r e u d(1941) showed
that people's acts are more oftcn the
result of unconscious drives than of
knowledge. Especially the Second
World War with i t s absolute inhumane ideologies made clear that
people are not naturally good but
are instead able to strive for the absolute ithumane. It is now impossible to hold the idea of the Enlightenment that knowledge implies automatically virtue, The same can be
said about history as a story of moral
progress. In spite of this critique the
concept of progress as a scientific
furnishing of the world with the
help of technology, economics and
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education is still alive. Most educational measures are justified as adjustments to the demands of our
modern, fast developing economical technological society.

Second paradox: Pedagogy
between future orientation
and nihilism
Besides the declint. of the project
of progress of t h ~Enlightenment
there is another mnre fundamental
critique of the optin~isrnof pedagogy. Fnr the definition of education
as help for children ~ t youngsters
~ d
tomanage it1 thc t ~ ~ ~ l elf
r l ctnmorrow
i
impiies at least two pmsuppositions. Thc first is that there will be a
future, and the second is that this
future will bc as good or even better
than the present.
In reality the future is not so
sure and the same can be said about
the quality of the future. This can
become a real threat to humankind
and the humanity of the future. The
future of the world is seriously
threatened by an ongoing ailment ot
our environment and by a sj0stematic e~hausticmof basic raw materials. Furthermore, ~tis tooearly tosay
that nuclear threat and the risks of
other military destroying potential
has already been conquered. Our future is esytrially at stake because of
an economic system which i s not
only unjust at a global level but also,
is more and more dominated by an
absurd strive for profit maximizing.
This brings about an enormous rivalry which lcads more and more to
egotism and alienation.
One may conclude that for the
humanity of the future our soc~ety
does not have a committ~ngconccpt
of values anymore. Tradition can be
no orientation in a development t c ~
ward a pluralistic sodety, and the
decline of the idea of progrcss
makes it difficult to believe in n~oral
progre55.
The question is now if cultural
pluralism can be embodied in such
a way that it contains a common
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basis for a shared humanity. What
orientations does one need and
what are the consequences for the
pedagogical tasks of the school?

Third paradox: pedagogy
between ower and
power essness

P

Every educational situation includes authority and structures of
power. Actually educators have
power over young people, but this
power is justified by the responsibility for the growing-up youngster.
This responsibility does not only
concern the transfer of knowledge
and skills, but also the introduction
into the values and norms which are
identified as important. Our society
cxpects that rducatars take this responsibility for the introduction of
our children to such essential values
and norms asdemocracy, respect for
life, the prohibition of i.iillc.n~~.,
tcderance, sulidarity, and the shdring of
the world with co-citizens, and the
maintenance of society.
On the other hand, the s,lme society also works against the educator who tnkes thu re.jpot~uibilityseriously. (3t course, democracy is an
import ant good, but n ~ i ~ too
c h often
young pc0p1c are cc>t~frontedwith
authoritarian structures, even in
education. To contribute tcl society
sounds as a good idea, but hotv to
realize this in a situatiotl in whlch
unemployment is a real prospect tar
too many? And what is thc meaning
of respect for life when economic
and bureaucratic structures remind
you constantly that you are no more
than a replaceable pawn in the game
of an anonymous organization? The
same conclusion can be made concerning values such a s tolerance and
solidarity. What is their impact in an
economy which since the ReaganThatcher period became an ovcrall
accepted system of organized egoism?
But tile biggest problem for education starts when one has tn teach
thc norm that violence is not permitMau 1995

ted. In our modern culture the influence of education and school has

children cannot grow up in a humane way. They cannot develop a

diminished enormously.
Youngsters receive their lessom
from others, like television, computer games, comics and toys. Tele-

basic trust in other people and society because they lack protection
against the aggressors. There is a
serious danger that children in such
circumst,mces will accept violence
as ,I normal way of life to protect
themselves where the responsible
adults fail.

been

vision is an almost continuous
tombing' of violence, cruelty and
other non-psi tive values reachng
nearly every chld. The same can be
noticed about computer games,
whjch tend to make violence a totally normal anonymous technical
action. These games are especially
successful because they take advantage of the need of adventure, action
and technique. The success of comics is based on the fact that they have
formulated their message after the
communication patterns of television. Many children read them and
only few of them will be aware how
much glorification of violence, racism, ethnocentrism and enemy
thinking is offered to them. And it is
enough to take a short trip through
a toy shop to get an idea of the
amount of violent toys available to
the generation of the future. Certainly one can admit that children
do not become aggressive becausc
nf a toy gun. Thcre is hardly evidence that there is a straight connection between aggression and the
other influences. But that is not the
pedagogical point. These ncga tivc
influences offer children the idea
that violence is a normal fact of life
which is beyond discussion. And
one may question if this is a meaningful orientation in a world with a
hardening society?

What Schools Can
Do: Possibilities and
Limitations
Schools confrontrd with v iolence definitely facc a challenge to
its pedagogical tasks. \.'iole~+lcealways disturbs the working and living climate in the school and interferes with its pedagogical aims. In a
climate of violence and clggrrssivn

... democracy is an
important good,
but much too often
young peoplr nre
confronted with
authoritarian
structures, even ill
education.
In spite of this educational challenge, the school has only limitcd
possibilities to attack thc prob1c.m c b f
violence and to protect its children
against the consequences nf agg1.c.ssion. Since violencc is a social probIcm that ~ C W Sbeyond the borders of
the scllool, one cannot expect the
school to be the solution for such a
societal ill. It may be true that the
school has a responsibility filr t h ~
development of children and for thc
transfer of social values and norms,
but it is also an empirical fact that
cducat ion cannot fully compensate
for society's ills and problems such
as for example, those derived from
the ribks of its military destroying
potential. This real~tyc o n t ~ ~ ~with
sts
the perception of sucicty contained
in the Dutch term, "mnnkbanrheid"
which means "possibility to construct tlr create." TIlr idr,~of society
as mcrcly the product ot human
construction is ~mplicitin it. According to this view, changes in socicty
are rather easy til carry O L I ~ .1n this
optimistic context, thc school is styn

as one of the most

important agents
of social change. However, it is evident that in this struggle, the school
has enough to d o to defend its own
image and survival, and therefore,
has available limited possibilities to
contribute to society's "maakbaar-

heid."
A consequence of this position
is that one should analyze violence
in its concrete expressions. What
causes violence? What are thc suciefa1 and socio-economic incentives,
and what is their influence on concrete education? What is the task oi
teachers when they are confronted
with dircct aggression in their
schools? llri thout having clear-cut
solutions, it is still possible to give
some direction as to what teachers
can look for regarding specific
strategies to deal with this yroblcm
accordingly, depending upon the
i p r ! of violence they mav be confronted with.
With the first type oi v i o l e n c e
rllildrcrt apirist rjlildrerz--one can
certainly speak of a pedagogical responsibility of the teacher and the
school team. The school will never
be able to prevent all bullying in
schools, but a careful strategy can
reduce the problems to a large extent. Such a stratcgy will be a combination of organizational and
pedagogical measures. In the organizationai realm, schools can strive
for a good and friendly school climate in which teachers know the
chldrcn and show interest in thcm.
If supervisors know what is going
on in the school they are able to help
as well. To reach this, schools must
be small enough to prevent children
from becoming anonymous individuals without any solidarity
within the school community.
When teachers notice that children
bully, they can help the class to look
tor alternative behavior patterns by
making them understand the problem and its underlying consequences. This is very important because often children have no idea
about the consequences of their be-

havior, and they cannot find a way
o u t of the situation without help.
Since the bullying problen~came
into sight about ten years ago, one
has wen an increment in the devclvpment of strategies and approaches to cope with it more effectively, but unfortunately these instruments are only of limited use in
practice.

nie school can
compensate only t o
a aery limited
degree for bad
influetrces from
society; but eve11
these Iillrited

possibilities are a
huge challenge.
When one talks about the second type of violence-tfachcls
agnin~tpupils-only the aggressive
climate of the old authoritarian
school can be seen a s a pedagogical
problem. Tlus problem was not only
a consequenre of an authoritarian
society, but also of an underdeveloped chld and youth psychology.
Teachers did not understand the
chiidren and were not expected to
do so. They only exprcted to manage their class and keep order in the
school. Since the rise of post Worid
War 11 pedagogy, the authoritarian
school disappeared and teachers
learned that a friendly school and

class climate stimulates the pupils
and solves a lot of problems with
order and authority. The old concept of education was replaced by a
climate of negotiation. Under more
'democra tic' circumstances, teachers as well as pupils, jf they felt uneasy, sometimes fell back into rviolent behavior to maintain themselves. In ths situation, the teacher
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is responsible to look for alternatives, such as acquiring new competencies if necessary. When i t comes
to the case of open-corpnral violence

by youngsters against other pupils
and their teachers, one can hardly
speak about a peiidgogical situation
anymore. The school has to tahc disciplinary nlcasures and if thew
m ~ n ~ u r care
s not succt.ssfu1, help
from outside must bc sought.
In the case of criminal ~.iolencc,
the same principle applies. The
school has o n l ~iimited possih~lities
to attack thts problem, and i t is not
the only rcsponsiblc institution. Despite the fact that fheschnol can help
to prevent its youngsters from getting involved in crirnlniii bchdvior,
criminal activity is mainly the 1.csponslbility of the police. The school
can certainly t ~ k emeasures to protect its chiidrcn from crirnlnal activitlt.5 in ~ t own
s
domain by s u p p ~ * v ~ sion of the school grounds and thc
immcdia te s~~croundings.
In the case of raclsm, fascism
and xenophobid, the schoill can organize programs to teach children
about the uitimate consequences nf
this behavior. Also, active supen)&
sion cnn bc used to prevent organized or ongoing riiscrimina t ing behavior by its pupils.

Conclusion
This article drscribcd and analyzed the problem of violence and
aggression in the schools. It showed
the compIexity of the problem by
analyzing three different types cjf
\;ioientle which were confronted
with three pedagogical paradoxes
present in our culture. As it pertains
to education and the school, a distinction must be made brtrvccn the
pedagogical and sucief al problems
of violence. The school can compensate only to a very limited degree for
bad influences from society; but
even thesc limited possibilities are a
huge challenge.
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chool violence is a serious
problem in thc schools in
Japan as well as in the
United States. There have
been various efforts aimed at preventing ur resolving this problem. In
this article, the actual condition of
sihool violence it1 Japanwill be pres~nted.Although the types to school
violence vary among countries, in
jayail there are three prevalent
forms: violence among students,
violcnc~toward teachers, and vandalism.
According to the reports of the
Monbusho (Japanese Ministry of
Education, Science and Culture,
1989,1992), all three types of school
violence peaked in 1982 and then
decreased. However, recently they
are increasing again as shown in the
tollowing table.
Violence, among students in
particular, is very serious in Japan.
As a result of violence from schoolmates, the student may sufferphysically, be absent from school for a
long period, or even commit suicide.
What makes it worse is that the extreme results are becoming more
and more prevalent. These problems mainly occur at junior high
school level.
In Japan, as noted by Suzuki,
Takahashi and Nishimura (1983),
school violence is defined as "the

S
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sessions, forcing unwilling b e h v ior, thrwt, and physical aggression.
It is important tonote, however, that
guns are not a component of the
school-violence problem in Japan.
This is mainly due to the fact that the
law strictly prohbits having guns.
However, instead of guns,weapons
such as kruves are stlmctimes used
with deadly results.
Although types of school violence among students vary from

behavior that results in physical and
psychological pain to one or more
students through physical aggrcssion, repeated psychological abuse
or harassment." (pp. 15-29). As described b y the definition, there can
be various kinds of violence in the
actual school situation. Several typical behaviors that stand out more
frequently are the following: ridicule, expulsion from the group, malicious mischief against one's pos-
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case to case, one can identify some
common characteristics. Usually,
one or a small group of students is
abused physically or psychologically by another specific group. As
violence usually occurs outside of
class time, it is very difficult for
teachers to detect it. Many times the
abuse begins as normal horseplay
then escalates illto violenccl. The victims of violence usually have the
following characteristics: timid,
obedient (meek), introverted, and
learning disabled. t i kewise, the
characteristics of the assailants are
diverse. There have been several
cases in whch the offenders have
been identified as students with
good grades and coming from
happy home environmenis.
In this context, the causes of
school violence must take into dccount various psychological aspects. One explanation is that the
mental pressures of daily school Iife
that emphasize academic success
cause stress and frustration and,
consequently, this stress stimulates
aggressive behavior and emotions.
Another cxplanatiun dtes social immaturity and lack of self control.
Several explanations have been proposed, but none of thcm are satisfactory in explaining the increasing incidence of violence in schools. What
has bccome apparent is the fact that
violence prevents the school from
being a safe and etfective learrung
environment inhibiting the healthy
individual and social devcloyment
of each child. Therefore, strategies
have been developed to counteract
violence and the effects it has on
Japanese schools. These efforts may
be classified into the iollowing three
l c cls:
~ individual teacher's efforts;
school-wide strategies; anid familyschool partnerstlips.

Individual Teacher's
Efforts:

deal with the problem of violence. h
this regard, it must be noted that in
Japan the teacher is expected to assume the primary role in preventing
school v iolcnce and discipline problems. Teachers are expected to detect violence and intervene before it
degenerates into more serious and
damaging consequences.

,..guns are not a
cotnponent of the
school-violence
problem in Japan.
This i s mainly due
to the fact that the
2a.r~strictly
prohibits I~lzving
guns.
Teachers are expected to be
knowledgeable of different intervention strategies to deal with this
difficult problem. However, it is important to point out that teachers
rarely scold or punish the troublemakers. h many cases, teachers try
to talk the problem out with the students in a n eifort to understand their
state ot'mind and the psychological
problems underlying their aggressive behavior. As mentioned before,
teachers in Japan are expected to
have basic knowledge and skills as
cnunselors. Teachers are also expected to prevent school violence. In
other words, teachers are expected
to keep a positive atmosphere in the
classrmrt~. TO accomplish this,
teachers set aside enough time tor
group activities and period~cally
talk with their students individually
to advise and guide them. This is an
effort aimed to help them to cope
with their school-relatrd anxieties
and pressures.

The first levcl is associated with
the individual teacher's efforts to
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School-wide
Strategies and Efforts:
Due to the fact that individual
teacher's efforts have proven to be
insufficient in keeping schools free
of violence, the second level was crea t d to address the issue from a
school-level perspective. On this
Ievt.1, three types of strategies are
implemented. Thc first has to do
with strengtl~cningof the moral
education curriculum as a means of
reinforcing and further developing
in the students positive suc~al
norms. In recent ).ears, students
from elementary who01 to jun~or
high school recehe moral education
in order to help thcm appreci~tcand
understand the importance oi human rights and thc dignity of lifc. In
addition, peacc education has been
an important part of the school currliulum. h this way, students learn
that violence only brings misery to
all human beings.
Another stra tugy is tailored to
deal with the problem by organizing
a special tcam of teachers in each
schonl. This team plays a leading
role in the development and implementation of guidance and counseling activities aimed at the prevention of violent behavlor in bchools.
The team is organized at the beginning of the school year. Teachers
who are part of the team are responsible for the devclopn~entand implementation of s ycdrly schonlwide plan to cope with vlolence and
disclplinc effectively. When a rvinlent incident takes place on the
school grounds, the team works in
cooperation with thc student's
homcroum teacher to search fur an
effectik e solution to the problem It
is important to mention that the
teachers who are part of the tcam
also have their own homuroom
classes and teach a full load.
Fiiir7[ly, there is a third strategy
that is aimed at strengthening the
schools' extracurricular activities
such as sports, music, art and a vari27

ety of other clubs. By and large, it
can be found in Japan that violent
students have a history of low academic achievement and a low adaptation rate to the learning activities
provided by the school. h ths regard, the extracurricular activities
have proven to be very helpful in
developing these students' positive
attitude and interest in school life.

The Family-school
Partnership
It is a fact that schools are not the
source and cause of all school-vjolence proh lems. Socio-economic
conditions, parent-child rela tiot~s,
and family problems account for
many of the frustrations that cause
students to become ulvolved in disruptive and violent behaviors. h
t h s respect, it is imperative that
schools maintain a close relationship with the students' parents.

Japanese homeroom teachcrs maintain close communication with the
students' parents during the school
year as they try to promote better
understanding and communication
between parents, students and

... in Jaynn the
teacher is expected
t o assutne the
primary role in
preventing school
violence and
discipline
problems.
teachers. For instance, when a violent incident takes place in the
school, the teacher immediately

calls the offender's parents in an effort to work the problem out cooperatively. Ln addition, school administrators usually exchange information with the police and other crimeprevcn t ing organizations isr agencies in order to prevent delinquency
and crime outside of the school
grounds. One 111usCpoint O L L that
~
the efforts oi individual teachcrs
have proven to be the most succcssful. Hcrein, i t is worth noting that
thesc results are not the product of
chance, but rather a combination of
d ~ eteachers' caring attitude, and
their
classroom-management
knowludge and counseling skills acquired throughout their teachereducation training in colleges a11d
t~niversities.In Japan, in addition to
the knowledge of their respective
subject areas, these skills are regarded as critical for teachers to
master.
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t h - s been a great debate to
identify
the antecedents,
sources of disruption and violence in the ciassrooms. Teachers, students and the general public
have proposed ideas and arguments
on who is to hlame. The lack ot discipline at home has been proposed
as a primary reason by teachers and
public. However, the relative importarlce of the tr,jcht.rs, the students , ~ n dtheir socialization process
should not be undermined. Therefore, to sht.d a little bit more light on
this issue, we aim to contribute to
this debate with our frame of rcfcr-

I

cnce.
School is the place where children spend the largest portion of
their time outside thc homc. Tn rel,jtion with this, it makcs great sense
to observe carefully what takes
place and how children behave in
school in an effort to identif!' the
effective and positive variables for
safe and effective schools.
On the other hand, various
home experiences hs\ c an influence
on children's behavior. The time
that parents spend a t home, the
quality of the time spent together,
and how they respond to their ch11dren's beharl'iors, rejection, and paMau 1995

rental attitudes may have significant influences on children's bchavior.
School and home are t1t.o major
settings that shape children's behavior. As well as thesc two important
settings, society at large may play a
significant role ( i t . , peer pressure,
modeling, the effects of mass media). Family and social i d u e n c e s on
discipline problcms are usually interrelated (Edwards, 1993).
Although we mention three
broad settings that shape students'
behaviors, teachers play n vital role
in creating an appropriate learning
envirorunent. The teachers' role in
providing positive discipline and etfective schools LS critical. They need
a well-planned, individual approach to discipline. An Lmproper,
ineffect ivc learning environment
strikes at the very heart nf the
schools' and societies' purpose.
Teachers are czpected to decide
which discipline approach to usc
based on their educational philosophy and personal values. In ~ l t h c r
words, m creating effective schools,
the orirntation of teachers on how
they r c i discipline and
whether to use an existing model of
discipline, synthesize one from
T?wesholds in Education

components of two or more models,
or create their OWII seesns to bc a
vital step to be takcn (Charles, 1989).
Glasser (19W) indicated that a
good p r e v ~ n
t i ~ Jiscipline
~e
program
should provide for students' needs
(i.e., love, control, fun) In the instructional program, encourage student3 ta communicate what they
would like to learn and how they
would l ~ k eto learn it, involve students in establishing explicit m l ~ s
and expectations and foster thu establishment of good relationships
betwccn students and tuachers.
Effective schools require maintaining nut only good discipline, but
also good classrclom mnnngcment
procedures. Using teaching activities that provide an appropriate
level of autonomy for students and
capitalizing on students' ~ntl,rests
seem to be a s~gnificantdimensinn
of effective learning. Discipline
problems are fewcr tvhen studcnts
were focilsed in class.
The point that hcls bee11 inadc
up to thls moment 5ccms to be a
univ crsal perspective The purpclse
in this article is twiltold. Firstly, l o
shacc the research-based infonnation on discipline and cl,~ssroom,
specifically, d t the elementnry dnd
29
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The Role of Mediation and Conflict Resolution in
Creating Safe Learning Environments
by Sandra V. Horowitz and Susan K. Boardman
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he most shocking ch'lracteristic of vinlcnce in
America today is the youth
of its perpetrators. In communities across the country, children's violence is a steadily increasing phenomenon, reflected in the almost daily newspaper headlines reporting such incidents, e.g., "13Year-Old Is Charged in Stabbing of
a Boy, 12" (James, 1994). Responding to growing violence in the school
environment, educators are cummitting their scarce resources to
school-based prevention programs
built around conflict resolution and
peer mediation training. Educators,
researchers and program providers
alike, however, are concerned that
the crisis nature of today's violence
in schools has mcant a too rapid implementation of programs prior to
their systematic e v atuation, a critical componen t of all innovative programming. Despite wide-spread anecdotal evidence suggesting positive results from conflict resolution
JCR) programs, we do not yet have
r~linbleevidence either attesting to
a measurable reduction in violence
or demonstrating the specific elements in CR programs which are
critical to achieving program objectives. Some of those currently being
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forced to confront day-to-day oE violence in the schools believe that the
arguably premature application of
CR programs has been necessitated
by the wide-spread, critical nature
of the problem. In fact, many conflict
scholars and practitioners feel that
the application of CR programs to
the problem of youth violence is justified given the impressive body of
knowledge already amassed concerning social conflict and aggressive behavior. The practical question remains, however, concerning
whether CR programs as currently
conceived and implemented are
adequate to their assigned task of
reducing violence in society.

The most shocking
characteristic of
violence in
America today is
the youth of its
perpetrators.
Accordingly, tlus article will
briefly review the more prominent
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issues and most recent accomplishments concerning school-based CR
programs as well a s address some of
the misunderstandings which have
arisen concerning the measurement
of program efficacy in tlus area.
First, we point out thatCRprograrns
are frequently used inappropria tely . The objective ofCR training is
to provide all children with constructive skills in tlus area. Despite
the potential efficacy of CR training
as an effective way of achieving the
school climate to nurture cooperative, nonviolent interactions for a
wide range of students, CR programs in general have not been designed as trea tmes~t/intervention
services for all types of serious problem behavior. -&cond, neither are
CR programs designed to correct all
the structural social problems that
exist. Violence is a system-wide
problem, the end product of a causal
chain deeply embedded in social
structure and economics as well as
children's lack of specific social
skills, and needs to be resolved as
such. The development and use of
critical conflict resolution skills can
only be effective within an environment affording some degree of responsiveness to these skills and
goals. n r d , CR programs are in the
43

early stages of development. Continued research is needed to determine what dosage lev el is necessary
and what '%booster" sessions are
needed to produce the most effective results in the long term. Fourth,
despite the lack of reliable evidence
concerning program efficacy, informal CR and peer mediation outcome measurement to date suggests
that programs do have positive results and that schools are correct in
implementing such programs. Ortr
article will discuss each of the above
points in more detail, present a brief
review of the success achieved by
school-based CR programs in reducing destructive conflict behavior, and suggest future directions to
be considered in endeavors to create
safer learning enrlironrnents.

I. Basic Research
Supporting CR
Programs
It is important to state that conflict is a fundamental aspect of life at
all stages of development. Handled
constructively, the problem-solving
nature of conflict leads to healthy
psychosocial development and all
levels of intellectual growth and
achievement (Deutsch, 1993).When
handled destructively, conflict frequently results in troubled or abusive relationships and unsatisfactory outcomes in a variety of ways,
including failed goals and even violent confrontations. Skills in this
area are thus important for academic and professional achievement as well as for more satisfying
personal relationships in life. CR
training programs arc created based
upon these general concepts of the
importance and pervasiveness of
conflict in our daily lives.
Although we lack the definitive
large-scale studies of the type necessary for the scientific acceptance of
specific programs, there is an impressive body of research demonstrating the theoretical soundness of
M

such programs. Such studies reveal
the insights we have gained into the
complex pathways leading from the
currently evolving prevention efforts to reduced violence in our
schools and society
Basic developmental research
with children has effectively traced
the relationship between increased
aggressiveness and the failure to develop the interpersonal skills associated with constructive conflict resolution. The influence of different social institutions in developing CR
slulls depends to a large extent upon
the chtld's developmental stage.
From the perspective of social learning theory (Dishion, Patterson,
Stoolmiller, & S b e r , 19911, aggressive behavior frequently begins
in early maladaptive interactions
between parents and child, e.g., a
lack of parental attachment provides a direct link to aggressive and
delinquent behavior. Among fa n~ily
characteristics, the strongest influence o n aggression and violence arc
parental supervision, parental rejection, and little parent-child involvement (Loeber & Stouthamer-Loeber,
1987). Researchers have also found
parental conflict is more likely to
predict delinquency than other family stn~cturalfactors, e.g., the presence or absence of a father figure
(Kruttschmitt, Heath & Ward, 1986;
Zill, 1978; U.S. Department of [ustice, 1994).
As peer influence hecomes a
more compelling mfluence upon behavior than parental attachment, social acceptance and rejection show a
stronger statistical relationshp with
aggression and delinquency. The
process is circular: rejected children
increase their level of conflict as a
consequence of their rejection, often
escalating the conflict situation into
full-scale aggressive behavior
(Dodge, 1991).
The characteristic behaviors of
aggressive children include engaging in more overall conflict, escalating conflict to a greater extent, having more negative clrpectatiuns
Thresholds in Education

about conflict resolution, being less
accurate in perceptions of their
peers intentions, and attributing
more hostile intentions to others.
They are also more likely to compete
tor desirable objects, less likely to
adopt peers' frame of reference than
other children, and, being more interested in social power or obtaining
desired objects than personal relationships, they are perceived by
other children as not caring about or
liking others. As stated above, experiences with pnrents and peers result in children who are hypersensitive to rejection by others and who
react to aggression or rebuff by increasing the behavior which got
them rejected in the first place (Rubin, LeMare, & Lollis, 1990).

VioJence is

u

sysfern-wide

problem, the end
product of a causal
chain deeply
embedded in social
stmcturt! n ~ r d
economics as well
as children's Jnck
of specific social
ski I ls, and needs to
be resolved as such.
More specifically, poor early relationships,particularly privation in
terms of early intimate relationships
or inctmsistency in parenting lead to
a type of angry aggression callcd
reactive aggression. It is characterized by anger, fear and hyperactivity to threatening stimuli (Dodge,
1991) and may be fostered by
chronic dangers such as thosc encountered in ghettos or war zones.
These children frequently show anger, are likely to have temper tanMay 1995
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trums, and often may appear to be
out of control. A second form of aggressive behavior has been called
proactive aggressioi~, a behavior
prompted by object acquisition or
the desire to dominate or bully a
peer. Its etiology involves high exposure to violence to develop a repertoire of aggressive responses in
addition to positive reinforcement
for these responses, e.g., from parents who teach their children to hit
back when shoved and to value aggressive role models as well a s the
considerable support that may result from deviant peer group membrrslup (Dodge, 1991; Patterson,
1982; Patterson, DeBc-iryshe,& Ramsey, 1989). The distinction between
thc two forms arises from the motivating factors and ir~ientivesinvolved. Although most behavior
usually encompasses both proaction and reaction, the coping strategies and sblls needed to handle
each will differ substantially.
Hence, the presence or absence of
reactive anger and the functjo~~al
value of the behavior need to become target considerations in Frograms designed to reach or treat aggressive children.

11. Critical Issues in
Mediation and
Conflict Resolution
(1) Unwarranted expectations
concerning conflict resolution programs. The first step in correcting
the prvblen~of youth problem behavior, aggression, and violence
will be to define and clarify our concepts. Violence may or may not involve conflict: conflict frequently is
a very healthy, growth-promoting
behavior. In conflict theory and research, we define conflict as an incompatibility of behaviors, cognitions (including goals), and /or affect among individuals or groups
that may or may not lead to an aggressive expression of this social incompatibility. This definition spe-
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citically incorporates behavior, cognition, and affect because all these
factors are important in conflict. Alt hoilgh conflict encompasses both
constructive and destructive conflict management processes and
outcomes, "aggression" is usually
defined as involving only a destructive process. It is characterized by
the intentioi~alimposition of unpleasant stimuli by one organism
upon another. On the other hand,
conflict is endemic to all aspects of
social existence from the moment of
birth onward. Constructive conflict
is a critical ingredient of the learning
experience and it promotes heal thy
development and psychological
growth in addition to its obvious
effects on everyday goals and objectives. Consequently, CR training
should be evaluated in terms of its
positive impact upon every child's

. . . rejected
children increase
their level of
conflict as a
consequence of
their ;ejection,
often escalati~rgthe
conflict situa f ion
into fill-scale
aggressive
behavior (Dodge,
1991).
healthy social, cognitive, and moral
development
(Boardman
&
Horowitz, 1994;Johnson & Johnson,
1994). As a curriculiim issue, constn~ctjve conflict management
should be thought of as a basic skill
requiring coachmg appropriate to
the different developmental stages,
cultures, and socio-economic circumstances of the child, important
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not only for the economically disadvantaged but the advantaged child
as well.
Unfortunately, theneed for amlutiun(s) to youth violence has led us
to use conflict resolution and peer
mediation programs in ways they
were never intended to be used.
Often CR programs are implemented to fulfill unrealistic expectations, such as offering six weeks or
nine hours of conflict resolution curricula as a "cure" for the accelerating
rate of violencc in our schools. CR
skills are largely preventative tools.
They prevent the destructive expression of conflict given participants who are amenable to the conditions of constructive conflict resolution. CR skills do not protect one
against situations where individual's have no desire to or refuse to
engage in interpersonal negotiating
behavior. Those children with emck
tional or behavioral disturbances
have problenls requiring more U-I
tensive, sp~cialized interventions.
Diminishng an overa 11 social acceptance of vivlence in our cornrnunities and nationally will also be an
important component of reducing
violence. CR training and skills for
all students will be invaluable and
an integral aspect of attaining the
latter goal, but these alone cannot be
expected to eradicate all the ills asscrciated with violent behavior.
Youth, and even adult violence, is a
multi-faceted problem that will require a number of measures to correct, including a long-term investment in CR skills training to fully
reach current students as well as to
prevent violence in future generations of children.
(2) A system-wide problem:
Multiple determinants, contexts,
and solutions. Violence prevention
as a national priority will benefit
from the integration of sevcral different fields currently engaging in
research and prevention/intervention program development: t h e
rists and practitioners in conflict
resolution behavior, child develop45

ment researchers, education and
curriculum specialists as well as
those workmg in violence/delinquency/crime prevention. We are
suggesting CR programs be viewed
more realistically as one critical
component in a comprehensive aftack upon the conditions leading to
violent behavior. Combined with
remediation in other critical areas,
CR training is an extremely important component of =hang; for aggressive children. Since social rejwtionlacceptance is a core factor in
aggressive children's overall functioning, the school climate created
by cooperation and CR prngrams
should be important for promoting
a more accepting and positively reinforcing environment for children
with special problems and r~wds.Ln
addition to experiencing meaningful relatianships with parents and
peers, many of these children must
also see the rewards and potential
self-fulfillment attached to school
performanceas well as be convinced
they will have the opportunity to
experience the rewards afforded
mainstream youth. In other words,
there must be a place for the most
disenfranchised ckld, help that
cl~ildpercejve that place as realistic
and desirable while promoting feelings of self-worth in her/him.
It is important that we structure
CR prevention programs to address
the problems and needs of individual children in khe classroom. Chldren wit11 special problems, such as
an inability to correctly interpret
peer ni otiva t ions in day-t 0-day
transactions, will require different
assistance than those lac king the
ability to generate a sufficient number of problem solutions in interpersonal conflicts, Thus, it may be that
children rvho are proactively or reactively aggressive w i l require special peer groups and intervention
rneasurt-3 to learn more cooperative,
less aggressive approaches in their
social dealings (Dodge, 1991). AJdressing violence au a complex phenomenon is not as parsimonioiis or

inexpensive as having one single
program to cure all ills, but it holds
greater promise for reducing youth
violence. Insofar as aggression and
violence are generated and perpetuated within a complex interactive
system extending from the family to
such social institutions as the school,
workplace, and various health and
child care services (Zigler, Taussig,
& Black, 1992), we should not expect
any intervention at a single level to
bring system-wide change.

-

. . .poor early
relationships,
particularly
privntion in terrns
of early intimate
relationships or
inconsistemcy in
parentitrg lead to a
type of angry
aggressian called
reactive
aggressiorl.

(3) CR programs require ongoing research. As indicated by a
number of critics, CR prvgrarns
need to be submitted to stringent
assessment. Recent analyses ili the
scanty literature available on thcse
programs show a consisterlt pattern
of either (a) no measurement of prugram effects or (I?)measurement seriously compromised by methodological problems (Boardman &
Horowitz, 1994; Moskowiiz, 1993;
Wilson-Brewer, Cohen, O'Domcll,
& Goodman, 1991). Basically, the
few evaluations conducted on C'R
programs are seriously flawed, raising the question of whether CR programs are effective in changing behavior. As a conscquerlcc of these
evaluation shortcomings, critics
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view curricula-based CR programs
as, at best, "stop-gap" measures incapable of counteracting the structural problems underlying violent
behavior (Hawkins, 1993) and argue
that current school-based conflict
resolution programs fail to reduce
interpersonal r iolence (Webster,
1993).Again, we feel this is certainly
a pressing need, but one which
should be addressed fc>llowing(a)
the clarification of concepts already
suggested, and (b) the adoption of
reasinable goals it1 our efforts.
There are also a number of other
pressing research questions as well.
For example, what is the most appropriate age for CR programs to be
implemented? The cvidencc is increasingly pointing to ~niddlc
school years or earlicr (Deutsch, et
al., 1992; Hammond & Yung, 1991;
Horowitz & Boardman, 1944; Webster, 1493). Programs also need to be
designed to coordinate with developmental stages of children. Thc approarhes and skills taught in preadolescence will be significantly diffrrent from those needed by youngsters during the various stages of
adolescence. TE,e best results will br
obtained in CR prograins which begin in cluldhond and continue
thrvugh the high school years. Attention to the appropriate skills at
thcse different I~vclsmay prove to
be an important factor in promoting
proficiency in conflict rtlsolution tor
man! children as ~vellas in preventing thc. sequcnce leading from aggressive til violcnt behavior. Childhood tra~ningneeds to incorporate
family, school a n d community
within its scope. Children Ju not
spontaneously develop constrtictive CR skills; thcv learn them from
skillful adults and through successful interactions with peers who also
have t h ~ s uskills. The conflict issues
and the skills requircd to resolve
them constr~ctj\~elyincrease in
complexity with the cognitive, social and moral development of the
ch~ld.
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Finally, in addition to providing
structural relevance, CR curricula
must be structured to provide realistic situations/reaI-life experiences
for children in the programs. If cl-uldren do not see the behavior as being effective fur their problems, they
are not likely to put their newly acquired shlls into practice. There are
two ways of addressing this issue.
First, the activities, language and
situations of the videotapes and
conflict exercises must include role
models as similar as possible to the
chldren themselves. Age, sex, language, and ethnicity are important
factors in enabling children to identify with the problems and assist
them in seeing CR shlls as useful in
their everyday lives. Second, in
some circumstances, CR programs
must consider providing motivators
for children. Incentives have been
used successfully with chldren
with behavior problems (Hammond & Yung, 1991)and need to be
provided by the teachers, principals, and program in a variety of
ways. Enthusiasm and acceptance
for CR strategies are also key to behavioral change. Considerably
more research is needed in tlus area,
but in the meantime, there should be
focus on providing as much incentive aspossihIeconsideringwhat we
already know about effective rewards for the acquisition of these
shlls.

I

111. Current Success of

i

School-Based CR
Programs
Critical reviewers of CR programs deplore the lack of large-scale
studies to demonstrate effectiveness, yet even they conclude that a
number of programs have proven
promising (Hechinger, 1994; Wilson-Brewer et al., 1991; Webster,
1993; Zigler, Taussig, & Black, 1992).
They do not necessarily agree upon
a definition of the exact elements
t h t constitute a promising proMuy 1995

gram, however. Some see the irnprovement of overall social competence as a more important factor in
the reduction of dehquency than
the focus on improving a specific
type of behavior, such as pecr interaction procedures (Zigler, et al.,
1992). Others (Lochman, Coie, Underwood, & Terry, 1993; Webster,
1993) provide evidence pointing to
the importance of assessing the impact of social competence programs
on specific problem behaviors
rather than delinquency or problem
behavior in general.

Unfortunately, the
need for a
solution(s) t o
youth violence has
led us to use
co~aflictresolution
arid peer mediation
programs in ways
they were never
intended to be
used.

Although needing further
work, the latter approach (Lochman
et al., 1993) has shown promising
results in cognitive-behavioral,
school-based interventions offering
twice weekly sessions that cover a
full school year. Participating students were socially rejected children
who were divided into two groups
based upon screening scores: aggressive, rejected children in one
group and nonaggressive, rejected
children in the other. Both groups
were pven smial relations training
to increase and motivate proswial
behavior as well as cognitive behavioral training to encourage adaptive
problem solving. Follow-up assessments conduct4 at post-treatment
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and one year later indicated that ths
program effectively changed behavior in the aggressive, rqected group.
A program developed by Hammond & Yung (1941), Positive Adolescent Choices Training (PACT),
has received considerable praise
(Webster, 1993) based upon an informal evaluation and an emphasis
upon the following features: (a) taxgeting specific skill deficits and behavior problems; @) providing
nearly four times as many sessions
with far fewer studentsas other programs; (<) providing trained experts
for program implementation rather
than depending upon hastily
trained teachers or others; (d) desigrung the program to be culturally
relevant for the participating students; (e)conducting the program in
small groups of peers rather th,m
large classrooms; and (f) using incentives to boost participation and
elicit appropriate behavior.
Another program being singled
out as especially worthy of consideration and study is the Deutxh
program at the International Center
for Cooperation and Cor~flictResolution {ICCCR) (Hechinger, 1994).
Staff at the ICCCR offer a relatively
general, widely applicable CR program w h c h offers shlls development and benefits to a variety of
students. One test of this approach
(Deutsch et al., 1992) involved the
implementation of the program in
an urban alternative high school designed for students at high-risk for
aggressive and other problem behavior. An emphasis was placed on
the need for long-term participation
in the project to provide the intensity or dosage of CR skills training
that is needed to bring about change
in behavior. The results of this program showed that as the students
improved in their ability to constructively manage conflict, there
was a concurrent improvement in
the school's social environment. In
turn, a better environment was significantly related to students' xnse
of greater sock1support, higher self47

esteem, stronger internal locus of
control, and improved general attitudes and moods (cheerfulness, life
is interesting, etc.). A stronger internal locus of control, or self-generated abdiiity to control circumstances, resulted in higher academic
achievement. Additionally, it was
found that students with negative
mental states (upset, tense, depressed, etc.) were less likely to have
satisfactaq~academic achievement.
Increasingly, the evidence provided by he Deutsch and similar
programs is indicating the need for
instilling these skills most effectively through far more intensive efforts than previnusly thought.
Long-term exposure to CR methods
involves the institutionalization of
this apprilach into not only the individual school but the district as well.
As we suggested in an earlier article
(Horowitz & Boardman, 1994), one
]usyet to determine the most effective dosage level, ur how much
training is necessary to effectively
influence students. Oiten CR programs are offered for six or nine
hours in a classroom, and students
are expected to learn the necessary
slulls as well as be mtivated to use
CR techniques to constructively
manage conflict. The most promising programs involve longer exposure; for example, two hours a week
for a fill1 semester (Hammond &
Ymg, 1991)or severaI hours a week
for several years or more (Deutsch et
al., 1992).
Ttus view is also expressed in

current pedagogical models in education. According to Joyce and
Showers (1983), the type of skills
that rwed to be developed in CR rcquireextensive practice and will not
be effective behaviorally if students
have not had sufficient time to practice these skills, bffective change requires much longer time periods
since the acquisition of procedural
skills, in particular, require extensive practice and exercise for mastery {Raider, 1995). The long-term
performance of CR procedures will

also depend to some extent upon
distributing practice sessions over
time Studies show that spacing the
learning sessions is substantially superior to massing training and practice all together (Dempster, 1990;
Johnson& Johnson,1995).Clearly, a
system-wide commitment to conflict resolution programs as well as
the long-term training exposure
necessary tu bring about behavioral
change will require more patience
and be more labor intensive than
previously thought. This multidimensional approach, how ever, appears far more likely to produce
substantial, lasting change in student behavior not only in the classroom but outside as well. Promising
exploratory data obtained from
middle class elementary school cllildren (Jnhnson, Johnson, Dudley &
Magnuson, 1994) suggest that when
construutis.e conflict skills are thoroughly learned in school, this behavior transfers to the home e n ~ - i ronment.

XV. What Schools Can
Do
A summary of the latest concepts and researdl cunct.1-ning CR
programs in schc)ols indicates that a
reduction in aggression and vjw
lence depends not only lipon schoolwide change in conflict attitudes
and behavior but upon concurrent
intensive programs designed ta target the specific problems of particularly aggressive children. Given the
latest pedagogical research as we41
as the recent developments in reseatrh on children's violence p e r se,
it appears unlikely that a few wevks
of general CR training will have the
impact required for red change. After participating in special pmgrams, children who are/have bwn
especiaIIy aggressive or violent will
require a receptive, nonrejecting
schovl envim~unentif their changes
in behavior are to be promoted and
sustained. Such change can be
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brought about through the implementation ofCR sblls training curricula for all students in the school.
Constructive conflict resolution
shIh provide all oC us with more
effective tools for problem solving,
improving interpersonal relationships, building self-esteem, and promoting academic and other types of
achievement.

-

-

. . . there i s R need

be nware of and
s ~ e kto res~lzlethe
to

social structtirnl

problems which
breed violent
belt nvior: poverty,

inadequate
opportunities in
life, and
discrimination
against special
gruups.

In addit~on,there is a 11eedto be
aware of and seek to resolve the social structurdl problems: which
breed violent behavior: poverty, inadequate opportunities in life, and
djscrimu~ation against
special
groups. Thesc ,Ire problems which
are tougher to handle in man) ways;
pet, the skills used in constructive
conflict resolution are the samc
skills nreded t P effectively rcd w e
discrin~inatior~,
e g., ~ r n p a t t ~ y
tak,
ing the other's perspective, and
learning to understand the other
person's needs ancl goals within a
situation. As more and morc students develop and practice these
skills, the greater we can e x p ~ rour
t
reduction in h ~ t hdestmrfivc conflict and discrimirlcltory d t l i t udes
and behavior.
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A final point concerns the implementation of CR curricula in the
clnssroom and research requirements related to policy making and
program funding. Again, a reasnnable amount of time must be wheduled for curriculum jlnplementa tion
before measurement is possible:
three to five years before a curriculum is taught at a level allowing a
fair evaluation to occur ( H a l &
Loucks, 1982). Good evaluation cfforts require a collaboration between teacher and researcher in
which both may need to make some
concessiotw but in which both will
gain in terms of a richer, more reliable measurement of the program.
A psychometrically rigorous approach will most likely be a necessary aspect of program measurement at this stage of CR curricula
development. This frequently trus[rates teachers who strongly belicve

in the need to mold the curriculum
in ways that respond to the local
context. A traditionally based evaluation will also prove to be a difficult
interruption for teachers who actively use their own and their stu

Basically, the few
evaluations
culrdlicted on CR
programs are

seriotlsly flawed, ...
dents interpretations of the curricula to change attitudes and behnvior. However, both educators and
researchers must work together
during the early stages of CR pro-

gramming not only to provide the
psychometrically rigorous outcome
evaluations wluch require irnplementation fidelity, but also to discover (a)what changes in the curriculum may occur during implementation; @)whatfactors facilitate
or inhibit implementation; and (c)
what meaning the curriculum is
given when it is allowed to evolve
through the interaction of the
teacher and the students (Snyder,
Bolin, & Zumwalt, 1993).The shared
work will certainly make each task
slightly more time consuming and
involved, but it will lead to a real
understanding for teachers, researchers, and policy makers of the
ways in whch CR curricula and
training can be implemented most
effectively to provide safe leclrning
environments.
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w

ith great concern, the
Miniskry of Education
of Costa Rica has
documented through
institutional research the need for a
stronger partnership between the
school and the family. There are
symptoms that have been identified
and carefully monitored, particularly at the secondary school level
such as: the breakdown of the family
structure, erosion of authority, lack
of discipline, evidence of d n ~ cong
sumption, and the confluence of the
most diverse values. Thrse ,we lending our adolescents into an incrrasing state of confusion. This prclble~n
can obviously be tracked down to
the loss of old virtues without the
acquisition of new solid ones that
the family, on the one hand, and the
school on the other have the responsibility to forge for our youth. In fact,
as Malavassi (1994) stated it, "the
family is biologically, morally, and
culturally," the cell and founcla tion
otsociety. As to the moral factor, one
should keep in mind that the development of a person's moral and
spiritual strength, is fundamentally
a question of family education.
That's why according to social pedagogy, the family is irreplaceable as
far as its educational role is concerned. In this regard, the ancient
philosopher Plutarch warned us
about our responsibility to educate
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the child so that in the future one
does not have to punish the man" (p.
15A).
Parents should come to terms
with the fact that these are times of
change. Change in such issues a s the
environment, the rights and duties
of all the members of society, and
their social and personal lifestyle
patterns. Tlus is the age of the end of
the Cold War and the birth of a still
uncertain new world order. The information age, wluch in the past was
just a ~ossihiljty,today is a reality.
This is taking place within the context of what Varis (1995) calls a
glclbaI metropolis in which "the peoples of the world can no longer perceive themselves as isolated individuals or cultures" (p. 13). This is
a time to educate based on global
images and quick communication, a
time where the opening of our country to the world seems to be an irreversible process. This implies
changes in the attitudes toward education, production, consumerism
and the environment. In short, our
youth are living in an age that is
getting to an end, and another one
whuse birth is still in progress.
Charles Dickens (1904)stated in
his masterpiece, "A Tale of Two Cities" alluding to the situation of
Europe during the turn of the Eighteenth Century, that such time was
both the best and the worst of the
Thresholds in Education

times, One could add two centuries
later, that the current challt.ngcs are
also thc best of the times, but only if
everyone understands the signs and
acts with wisdom. On the contrary,
they may turn into bad times if one
does nothing abou t it and loses one's
initiative and vision of the critical
role the integral development and
education of our youth plays regarding our society's and our country's sun*ival as a democratic na-

tion.

. . . one should keep
in mind that the
development of u
person's moral and
spiritual strength,
i s findamentally a
question of family
education.
The previous analysis leads us
to ponder the following questions:
What changes do adolescents have
in their perceptions of their environment and the unpredictable future
direction of this distinct world?
What is the impact of t h s upon their
51

attitudes and values? What kind of

communication channels are actually open between these youngsters
and their parents, teachers and principals? What kind of expectations
do these youngsters have regarding
the different obstacles they face as
they struggle to make intelligent decisions about educational and career
opportunities? Do all these pressures have an impact on their behavioral patterns? When they show
their frustration through discipline
problems, do parents, teachers, and
principals put these situations in the
right perspective when making decisions about the issue?
One might not have all the right
answers to all these questions, for
additional research may be required
to substantiate them. However, the
current state oC affairs and its developing trends tor the future are definitely having an impact upon the
value systems and traditions of the
different countries around the
globe. Costa h c a is not exempt from
this challenge. Everyone ought to be
aware of it, particularly parents,
teachers, school administrators and
policy makers who in one way or
another have a voice and the overwhelming responsibility for educating our youth.
In this regard, based on one's
own experience as a parent, teacher
and educational leader, it is not difficult to concur with Covey (1992)
that the clue to dealing with these
societal challenges effectively lies in
the common wisdom found in the
nahtral principles, w h s h urtfortunately are not commonly observed.
For that reason, it is necessary that
at ths particular time when youth
want to speak up and be listened to,
parents, teachers and principals
open spaces for a permanent constructive dialogue, a dialogue where
listening for understanding becomes a priority. One should remember that these are times where
respect for parents is not inherited
anymore, but rather, earned every
day. And there are times when self-

respect and honesty are threatened
by the promotion of non-positive
values such as those sponsored by
the drug and easy money cultures,
where the ancient Machiavellic
principle "the end justifies the
means" is an every day practice
(Bondarella and Musa, 1979). It is
not a matter of rescuing the idyllic
Costa h c a of the past, but rather to
be realistic with respect to the challenges of the present and the future
to be able to cope with them effectively.

... it is necessary
that a t this
particular time
when youth ulant
t o speak up a11d be
listened to,
parents, tcnchers
and principals
open spaces for a
permanent
constructive
dialogue, a
dialogue where
listening for
zlrrderstanding
becomes a priority.

Challenges to the
Family
1. Parents must set up avenues
of open and honest comnmnicatiun
with their children, They must ask
themselves what their childr~n'sexpectations and concenw are, 35 well
as understand that the generation
gap issue is only resolved by accepting its existence and by building
bridges instead of generational
walls between them and their chilThresholds in Education

dren. Children cannot be molded after their parents anymore. One
ought to accept their individuality
and, on these grounds, start building and instilling in them the necessary positive values to help them
attain their sel f-actualization.
2. Parents must address such
problems a s drugs, corruption, lack
of discipline and disregard for lite
openly and dirtxtly, stressing the
risks implicit in each of them. As
noted before, it is necessary that
families ponder the importance of
the acquisition and development of
positive values and attitudes as a
means of furthering their children's,
self-respect and appreciation of life.
3. Parents must recover the virtues ~mplicitin the education of
their children. Virtues arc lived in
the family. Families should ponder
t l ~ e r rand
~ instill them in their children at every opportunity available,
at breakfast, lunch, and dinner, or at
any other time set aside as family
time. Parents need to be reminded of
the importance of promoting an enjoyable family culture so that their
children do not seek answers to their
problems outside the family hilt
rather within it. A positive family
culture as Covey (1997,) reminded
us, provides support, resources and
feedback. In doing so, it builds children's self-esteem, encourages them
to develop their own interests, and
tries to set an crample of excellence
where the value of reading and
learning is an unspoken, unwritten
norm. Such a family culture teaches
children to have faith, to believe and
trust others, and to serve others.
Fnmily life has much to do in the
development of the following virtues: discipline, self-respect and respect f o r others, honesty, love of
work and school-studies, courtesy,
esprit tie corps, servicc to others, respect for and consideration of your
elders, artd responsible criticism
based on rigorous thinking and
solid facts.
4. It is in thc family where it is
instilled that no end justifies the
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means. Children should learn that it
does not make sense if, for example,
to graduate from h g h school one
has to cheat or steal an exam. Children should also learn that it does
not make sense to excel in life if to
do so, one has to be dishonest. The
means and ends are indissoluble. As
Edelman (1994) states, children
must learn that "they should not feel
entitled to anythng they h a v e not
sweat and struggle for" (p. 45). One
has to concur with her that chldren
should be taught that they should
never work just for money or for
power, because i t is a fact of life that
neither one, will save their soul or
help them sleep at night. Parents

to work very hard to make
these truths part of their children's
lives.
5. It is also in the family where
childrcn must learn that rights without their concomitant duties ace useless. If ont. demands his, or her
rights, one must, likewise, accept
his, or her obligations and reupomibilitirs as well.
Families should take these five
chnllmges with both determination
have

and cummitmcnt. In so doing, pnrents would be making a significant
cvntributjon to the education of
their childrcn while helping principals and teachers in their endeavors
toward this noble common goal.
Here one should keep in mind John
Paul 11's (1994)words, "Inthe young
there is, in fact, an immense potential lor good and for creative possibility" (p. 124). Let us not, neither in
our role as parents and/or educators let our youth down. It is our
responsibility to accept the challenge to develop a renewed partnership between school and family
without further delay.

Challenges to
Educators and
Educational Leaders
New challenges call for a different leadership style on the part of
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ed~lcatorsin general and educational leaders in particular. One
should make sure that the conflict
and confusion derived from our society's state of flux does not lead us
into what could be called the conflict
avoidance syndrome. For as Gorton
(1993) pointed out, by trying to
avoid all conflict, a n administrator
could be ignoring or suppressing
significant problems or issues that
need to be brought out into the open
i f they are to be ameliorated or resolved. As Wexley and Yukl (1984)
emphasized, "Interpersonal and intergroup conflict occur to some extent in all organizations and are a
natural part of social reIationships"
(p. 192). The challenge, according to
Wynn (1985), "...isnot to eliminate
conflict but to minimize its destructive impact and make it a positive
force in the organization" (p. 1).

New challenges
call for a different
lefidership style on
the part of
educators in
general and
educatio~ln
1 leaders

in particlllar.
In the past, for example, it sufficed to be appointed to a posi tjon as
a principal to gain the respect of pa rents, students, faculty and staff. This
kind of legal authority granted by
the Ministry of Education was
enough to get t h g s done and accomplished in the schools. h s was
possible because organizations
were top down, pyramid-like structures with very few communjcation
channels open between those at the
top and those at the bottom of the
organizational structure.

Those were the times of the traditional managerial approach to
school administration. Today things
have substat~tiallychanged. Therefore, it becomes evident that in the
current circumstnnces a new lund of
leadership model is called for, if
principals are to be able to inspire
our youth, empower our faculty and
staff, and gain the cooperation of
both parents in the education of
their children. Principals cannot
pretend to be successful in coping
with the new societal challenges using the same old approaches wluch
are obviously not effective anymore.
The research on leadership in
general and educational leaderslu y
in particular stresses the fact that in
both excellent businesses and effective schools the common path to
success has been a strong and visionary leadership. In fact, a s
DuFour and Eaker (1992) stated,
"recent research on effective leaders, and effective schools calls for a
new definition of the principalship,
one that recognizes the four major
leadership roles of the principal: (I)
empowerer of others, (2) promoter
and protector of values, (3) instructional leader, and (4) manager of climate" ( p. 47).

Today's educational leaders
shoutd make a priority of their professional developnwnt to become
knowledgeable of and skillful in the
aforementioned
competencies.
Along the same lines, they should
become aware of the iact that
schools do not exist in a vacuum and
should be viewed within the framework of the open-system theoty. For
as Hoy and Miskel (lg9 1) noted, organizations are not only i n f l u e n d
by their environments, but also dependent upon them. Their view is
that schools are open systems confronted with both rational and natural constraints that change as the environmental forces change; to overlook this fact is to be doomed to
failure. For tlus reason, educational
leaders should not approach their

task from an ivory tower perspecThresholds in Education

Student Alienation and Schools WithHeart

Allan A. Glatlhorn is Professor of Educational Ldadership, School of
Educn tion, East Carolina Univt7rsity, Greenz>illc,North Carolinn, U.S.A.
n several Ilaticlnq across the
world, the public interest in
education seems to focus
chiefly on student achievement, as narrowly defined by scores
on achevement tests. At the same
time there is much anxiety in those
same nations about violence in the
schools. It is argued here that this
obsession with test scores and the
prevalence of violence are subtly
connected.
The excessive concern for test
scores exacerbates the alienation experienced by the students; the alienation in turn is reflected in violent outbursts. As a consequence,
programs that intend to help stude11t.sresolve conflict non-violently
would seem doomed to failure if
those programs are instituted in
schools that foster alienation. It is
the intent of this article to examine
the evidence of aliemtic~nin schclols
in the Unitcd Statcs and then to suggest that the appropriate response is
to reconstitute those schools as
schools with heart, schools that have
been restructured as learning communitics.

I

Student Alienation in
the Schools of the
United States
To understand the extent and
nature of that alienation, consider
recent evidence from a comprehen~ i study
~ e of schools in California

(Institutefor Education in Transformation, 1992). The authors conclude
May 1995

that the problems of schooling (such
as lowered achievement and high
dropout rates) are consequences of
much deeper problems. Both students and teachers identified the fullowing problems as the ones that
reaIiy troubled them.

... the real problem
i s that there are
too Inany schools
svithouf heart.

I. Human rela tionships between teachers and students seen1 to
be in a sorry state: students report
that their teachers, supputt stalf,
and other students do not like
them.
2. The schools seem biased with
respect race, culture, and class,
Some students doubt the substance
of what is
taught' mey
their teachers do not understand or
value their life experiences.

amoral institutions, the
where discusare
sions of values are forbidden. While
the students believed that their valucs were different from their teachers', the researchers concluded that
there was instead a consensus
around the
values of honesty,
courage, caring, and justice. Obviously, this misperception
Thresholds in Ediica tion

f r ~ the
n ~ fact that there was no discussion of such matters during the
regular school day.
4. Both students and teachers
feel that what is taught is meaningless. Students are bored and see little
relevance in the curriculum presented to them; teachers feel pressured to teach what is mandated
and also doubt i t s appropriateness.
5. Neither students nor teachers
feel safe in the schools. h the middle
a n d high schools especially, they
wnrry gravely about deadly violcncc that might erupt at any time in
the school. i u ~
alarming number of
elementary students reported that
they did not believe that they would
live to be adults.
6. The physical environment is
often depr&s(ng. Students feel that
the poorly maintained facilities attd
the unappetizing food are symbols
of the society's lack nf priority for
education.
In summary, the real problem is
that there are too many schools
without heart. If these elementsconstitute the real problem, then the solution is not to be iound in many of
the currrnt refom rffor-, If this picture is accurate for many schools,
then who would want a longer
school day or a longer schonl year?

The Answer; SchooJ
with Heart
The answer instead is schools
with heart--schools that have become partnerships for a learning
community. Each of the key compo55

nents of this construct may be examined as follows:.
The first component is partnerships-of principals, teachers, students, university faculty, parents,
and business leaders. In the school
that is a learning community, the
only adversary is ignorance. Everyone becomes a partner in a shared
enterprisethe education of the
YOT?.

To understand the special need
for teacher-student-parent partnerships, consider the factors that affect
student achievement. After reviewing fifty years of research, scholars
concluded that nine factors affect
student achievement (Fraser, Walberg, Welch, and Hattie, 1987).
Three are student factors: age, ability, and motivation. Three nre school
factors: time, climate, and curriculum aul instruction. And three are
out-of-school factors: peer pressure,
hrnily support for schools, and the
use of out-of-school time. Those
nine factors clearly indicate that significant improvement can come
about only through cooperative efforts of schoc)l, students, and family.
The second component is learning All involved in that schoolteachers, administrators, students,
and parents--see learning a s a life
long journey, a never-ending quest
fdr enlightenment. In such a school
parents learn about the critical importance of close and caring families. Teachers leam about new ways
of teaching. Principals learn about
more effective Lcaderslup. Students
learn how to learn. And all participants embrace a fresh view of learning, one that recognizes both the
pain and the joy of growth, that values risk-taking as a necessary aspect
af creativity, and that sees failure as
an opportunity to learn.
The most significant leaming, of
course, is the leaming of the organization. Rather than mindlessly
adopting one educational fad after
another, the principal and teachers
dedicate themselves to developing a
school of the sort that Senge (1990)
56

calls "the learning organization."
Such a learning organization sees
school improvement as a journey,
not a destination. It systematically
evaluates all programs to determine
where change is needed and uses
incremental improvement as the essential strategy.
The most important component
is community. parents, administrators, teachers, and students need to
work together to build the school
with heart. In the school with heart,
everyone feels known,is considered
important, and works for the mmmon good.To understand the essential qualities of a school as a learning
community, imagine that a student
is speakink about what the school
means to him or her. This is what
would be said in a school with heart.

A growing body of
research indicates
that schools tlrut
structure
themselves us
caring
communities have
better holding
power for at-risk
children and youth.
I feel that I belong here.
There is a place for me.
I make a difference here. I
have the power and the
skiDs to change what
needs to be changed.

I am known as an individual, and I am prized for
what I am.

I know that peoplc here
care about me.

ntreslrolds in Education

They know when I am absent, they sense when I am
hurt.
I feel needed; I am part of
a leaming family, who
need each other.
I feel safe here. And most
of all, I fee1 fully myself.
Such school communities
would address not only the problem
of heartlessness but would also have
a positive effect on achievement. A
growing body of research indicates
that schools that structure themselves as caring communities have
better holding power for at-riskchildrcn and youth. Such schools seem
to devclop in students a greater
sense of belongin~mess,greater invo1vemcnt in academic work, and
improved
achievement.
(See
Wehlage ~t a]., 1989.)How can cducators create schmls with heart? The
answer is a complex and cmerging
one, but several factors are already
obvious from the research. They are
examincd below under these rubrics: foundations for community;
structu rcs f i ~ rcommunity; and elcments of ci~mm~mity.

Foundations for
Community
Thc foundation factors are thosc
that support all the rcst: the culture
and climate of the schools. C ~ t l t r i r t >
hcre is defined as the set of cure
values that in turn give rise to norms
of behavior and manifest thcmselves in the school and classroom
climatc. [n the s c h ~ oas
l a community, these core valucs and their associated nnrms of behavior are opera tivc: leanling is primary; cooperation is essential; rights and responsibilities belong to everyone;
and moral action is required.
Thc school and classroom climate manifests a sense of caring.
Caring ilcknowlcdges o i ~ ccespotfiibility to rach c~ther,an awareness
that everyone is juined together. But
Mau 1995

it also involves high e ~ p e c t a t i oin
~,

w h c h parents and teachers say to
thc student, "I care so much for you
that I w i l not accept anything less
than your best." Caring also is based
on a recognition of personhood.
Teachers and schc3vl leaders see the
student as a unique individual, one
who defies the labcls that seem to
proliferate in education. Thcy avoid
the use of such convenient but misleading labels as ~nrnority,or at-risk,
or gifted that reduce the student's
wonderful complexity t o a s~ngledimension. T t ~ eclimate of caring is
one 11 which the tife of dialogue
flourishes: whcrt: students and
tedcher are o p m to the meaningful
~ncounter.Here one might keep in
mind the ~nsightof Martin Buber
(1947), who md, "There are no
gifted here; only those wfhogive and
those w h o withhold themsclves."

Structures for
Community
The structures arc the arganizationnl arrangements that grow out
of the culture and climate. These
structural aspects swm to be important in schools rvith heart. First, the
school is small, or, if large by necessity, is divided into smaller inrits of
approximately 150-200 students. As
notcd in the report by the Carnegie
Council on Ad olescent Development (1989), large schools are inel 1tahly impersonal. Second,there are
structures for gclvcmance that facilitate decision-ma king by both tcachers and students. There is a structure
for problem-solving that typically
takes the form of the advisory sessions advocated by the Carnegie
Council. There is also a structure for
meaningful parent involvt.mei~tas
partners in learning. Finally, there is
a structure for equity, the use of
grouping practices that ensure that
all students have access to a quality
curriculum.
It should be emphasized here
that, to be effective, such structures
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must be groundd in the core values; the literature is replete with reports of smaller "houses" that are
just as impersonal as the large
schools and of advisory meetings
that become homework time.

7'ke school with
henrf hns a
curriculum t l ~ ta
71elps the student
create mearring
throargll
knowledge-based
problem-so Iving.

Elements of
Community
The elemell ts of community are
the critical programmatic compo-

nents, including curricnlum, the extra-curricular program, and the instructional processes.
A M e a n i n e f u l ! . The
school with heart has a curriculum
that helps the student create rneani11gthrough knowledge-based problem-solving. It is a curriculum that
embodies the several kinds of intelligence that all humans possess, not
just mtlthematics and language.
And it is most of all a curriculum
that makes connections. The curriculum connects not with student
interests, but with deeper student
cotlcerns. It lifts the students out nf
the confines of the present m d connects them with their past. It connects them with the history of their
country through an informed patriotism that acknowledges the mistakes and celebrates the triumphs of
the nation's past. It connects them
with the rest ofthe world, destroying their parochialism by helping
them understand that they are part
of a global community. It reduces
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their self-centeredness by making
them sensitive to the plight of the
poor and the war-weary all over the
world. It strips away their c ~ d h ~ r a l
blinders by helping them see the
world through the eyes of other pcople. And i t reminds the students that
on this planet earth all human beings are recent immigrants.
many schools the cktra-curricular
program reflects an athletic elitism:
the only ones who are rewarded are
those with ctceptional athletic talent. The school with heart prizes
multiple talents: musical, the artistic, scientific, mathematical, corn
mun~cations,and interpersonal tdlcnts all have an opportunity to Lie
nourished through an expanded activities program.
I n s t r u s W Procc5ses with
He& Teachers in the school with
heart tcach with a sense of joy.
Teachers have become grim professionals, who h ~ v forgotten
e
how to
laugh. Because of rampant criticism
from thc media and the resis timcc of
student5 beset with problems, too
many teachers have lost their enthusiasm for teachng. It is especially
important that teac11ers not succumb to the forces of despair. tnstend, u hen the burdens of teaching
seem almost intolerable, they must
r
enthusire-kindle t h e ~professional
asm by renewing the spiritual self,
reaching deep inside to tdp the wellsprings of hope that lic buried there.
With that sen* of joy, they
makc use of instructional p r w c s x j
that emanate fl-urn the core values.
They make extensive use of coupera& learning; they use strategies
that respor~dto individual diffcrences; they enable students to expand their repertoire of learning
styles.
Again, the curriculum, the extra-curricular program, and the instructional prtresses shou 1d be anchored in the bed-rock of universal
values that transcend e t h i c preferences, party politics, and sectarian

differences. To amoral youth who
believe that their fleeting wishesjustify any action, educators must place
a renewed emphasis on values. Educators have avoided the awesome

When asked about
skills needed for
employment,
employers listed
tlzese five as the
most important: no
substance abuse;
honesty; ability to
follow directiolls;
respect for others;
and punctuality.

task of developing character because they fear the attacks of extremists. Polls conducted in 1993
and 1994by the Gallup organization
offer some assurance. More than 90
percent of those polled supported
the t e a c h g of the following values:
honesty; democracy; acceptance of
people from different races; patriotism; caring for friends and family;
moral courage; the golden rule; respect for others; the value of hard
work and persistence;fairness; com-

passion; civility; and self-esteem
(Elam, Rose, and Gallup, 1994).
One m a y add to this list the
value of acting responsibly. While
there is a continuing need to respect
the rights of students, parents, and
teachers, there is a countentailing
need to emphasize responsibility.
There are too many irresponsible
people who mindlessly respond to
the whims and caprices of their individual needs, without considering the impact of their actions on
those whom they touch. Too many
deny responsibility for what they
have b e c o m A l a m i n g parents,
teachers, or the larger society in an
endless whine of "It's not my fault."
The obligations of being htiman
must be stressed. The teacher who
wastes a class session on mindless
seatwork must bc told , "You
wasted thirty learning hours; you
are responsible." The student who
comes unprepared, must be told,
"You are not able to contribute to
tnday's work and thus you hurt us
all; you are responsible." The parent who sees the school only as a
baby-sitting service, must be told,
"You are not carrying p u r fair
share of the burden; )-nu are responsible." All n u s t reaffirm their responsibility for what they have become, acknowledging human frailty
and shouldering the burden of individual sinlulness.
The importance of character development is underscored by a
Michgan state survey of employers

reported by Carson, Huelskamp,
and Woodall (1993). When asked
about skills needed for employment, employers listed these five as
the most important: no substance
abuse; honesty; ability to follow directions; respect for others; and
punctuality. The five least important skills were mathematics, science, social sciences, computer programming, and foreign language.
And those who adulate Japanese
schools should be impressed with
recent findings that Japanese middle school teachers spend twice as
much time as their American counterparts in providing moral education and counseling individual students (Yang, 1994).
The challenge uf creating partnerships for learnmg cornmuni t ~ e s
is an swcsome one. Thprt. will bc
dark days ahead, when chi1drc.n
seen1 unreachable, when lesso~~s
fall
apart, and when the putllic fails to
appreciate the s~hool'sefforts. But
there must be tlo submission to the
forces oi cicspair. Thc Div inc (however one drsihmates that) grants
teachers sn~nllmiracks in the lives
of those they tcach. Thcir n~indswill
come alive through the knorvleclge
they share. Their hearts will be
touched through the caring they extend. Their spirits will be stirred by
the values they live. And they will
know deep in their hearts that they
have made a difference in the lives
of those who sit before them.

An annotated briefing. Jollrnal of
Educational Rcssrarch, 86, 259311.

Fraser, B. J., Walberg, H. J., Welch,
W. W., & Hattie, J. A. (1987).
Syntheses of educational productivity research. 111tcmaiio~?nl
Journal 01Educntion, 11,145-252.
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sents portraits about Ken, Tracy,
Nick, and other Oak Park and River
Forest High School (OPRFHS) freshmen and sophomores designated as
'truant" They are not special education students. They are in the mainstream of our educational system.

They are not unusual, aIthough we
might like them to be. They are on
the class roles in English, math, and
science. They are part of the regular
school system. They need to be
looked at; they need to be heard.
They are almost dropping out
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n February 21, 1995, at
East Carolina University
in Greenville, North
Carolina, six teachers sat
down to talk about issues involving
school safety and discipline in their
various parts of the world. The discussants in this focus group interview included Luisa De Wilson of
Panama, Marina Kudritskaya of Belarus, Valentirta ("Val") Kushnarenko of Ukraine, Ludmilla
("Lucy ") Spiryakova of Russia, Debbie Seykora of the USA, and Dilsen
Tuncer of Turkey. The interview
was moderated by Miguel Gutierrez
of Costa k c a , with a little input from
Nancy Zeller of the USA.

What is Discipline,
Anyway?
Miguel: I would like to give you
some information as to the purpose
and rationale of this interview. I
have been a teacher in Costa h c a for
many years and a principal and then
a college professor. When 1 came to
North Carolina luolclng for experience in the public schools, I had read
60

a lot about American educnt~on,but
ception, what is the operat~onaldefiI hadn't had an opportunity to really
nition of discipline that teachers and
be in a school environment here. So
school administrators have in your
1 decided 1 wanted to do that. 1came
respective countries? I don't know if
here, and sometlung caught my at1am making rnvself clear here, what
tention which I thought it,ould be
L mean is, in cvcry country, school
worth exploring-the violence and
administrators and teachers have a
discipline problems ~ ~ h ~thec h ciiitkrent perception of what a discischools here have. \'hen I worked
yiitlr prrlhlern is. For instance, when I
as a teacher here, I came w i t h my
taught hcrc in thy public schools,
Costa hcan tools to deal w i t h disciwhat same An~ericanprincipals and
pline: instead oi looking tor fear cir
t e ~ c h e tccmsidcrcd
.~
a discipllnc prubtrying to threaten my students, I
Inti hVassometlung trornrai to me.
looked to somethmg in w h c h I had
But, w t ~ist your perception? Before
always believed-when you p i n
vou begin, I should emphds~zethat
there is no wrong or right ~ n s w e r
respect, 'L~U acconlplish mtlrc than
here. The important t h n g here is to
i f you just instill fear in your stucxpress your own opiniims and perdents because respect is long-lastccptions. So . . . what is a discjplino
ins. With fear, you have to bc . . .
probltwr in your schools?
scaring everybody all the time-Marina: I think first of all, I
every single minute or two--to acwould define discipline as a set of
complish sometlung. As a result,
you can never accomplish anything.
rules. First of all, attundancc . . . and
then a set of rules which students
So,that's my perspective.
should follow to let the teacher conNow that I have made yclu
duct his or her lesson. For me, it is
aware of my perspcctivc, I tlunk it's
approximately a nnrrnw sct: attcntime for us to get into, as they say
around here, the nifty gritty of the
dance, studies, and the opportunity
for the teacher to conduct the lesson.
interview. The first question that I
Luisa: Y e a s ago I workcd at a
have has to do with your perception
of discipline. According to your perprivate school in my country. Illis
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school is very prestigious-it was
conducted by a priest. Then I
tholight that the traditional concept
of iiisciplin~ had changed because
the priests were expecting silence,
just everybody silent and working.
But for teachers, that is not disciylinc-at least not for me. I could see
iii~siplirrcas a sct of conditions-first
ut all, external conditions, and afterwards, internal conditions. First of
all, a teacher has to establish some
external conditions, and after that,
the students learn to applv these
same conditions, internally, to selfcontrol.
Debbie:Well I think our biggest
discipline prnblems involve a lack of
respect-thc students not having r t spect fur the teachers, for the other
students, and for everybody in the
school. And I think that-lack of respect-is where most of our problems stem from.
Dilsen: In Turkey, there are no
discipline problems in public
schools. But we have problems in
private schools. I think that the most
important thing is what the family
expects of children. If the family's
social lcvcl is high, their chldren
think they can do anything--everyone must say, "O.K. Ynu're alright.
You cando it." That'swhy in private
schools we have problems. But in
public schools, the children do not
want to talk. They don't want to say
their opinions. In public schools
there is very strong discipline.
Nancy: So you see a class difference--so that the upper class prescnb more of a discipline problem,
and lower class students in the public schools don't present the problem?
Dilsen: That's rig11t.
Nancy: T h a t might be somet h g very different than what we
experience in the United States.
Val: When 1 came to the States,
Isaw that your schools have a lot of
space, and children can walk freely
along the corridors. But in Ukraine,
the schools are multi-level buildings.For example, on the first floor,

there is an elementary school; and
on the fifth floor, there are seventeen
year old students. So, if you do not
keep discipline in this building, it
would be a mess because during the
break: along the corridors, the
seven-year-old child encounters the
the seventeen year old child. In general, Ukrainian children are very
well behaved. They respect their
families; they respect their teachers;
and to speak about our having a
very big discipline problem, such as
verbal abuse, . . . no. The chldren
are very 1%-ell behaved. And i t
dcwsn't depend on from what hackground they came; they are g u d .
For me iliscryliir~,is respect, respect
nf thc teachers, respect of the fitmilies, and respect of the neighbor-

hnnd.
Lucy: So . . . w e begin with a
defin~t~on
of discrplrr~t*.I would llke
to support Marina and Debbie in my
understanding of drsr-qd~nr~;
in fact, I
would combine these two approaches. So i t is easy for me to be
the last. I can say that in Russia, wc
d o have problems with disc~pline.I
t h n k the roots of t h ~ is
s maybe a lack
ot self-esteem. Maybe now realize
after my coming to America . . . I
paid attention to that issue in your
schonls and in the classes I halve attended here nt East C-ari>linaUniversity: self-esterm seems to be the
most important part in raising the
cluMren in elementary school. I
know that Americans rvho were in
Iiussia, thcir general opinion was
that it1 Russia there is a fear of fear.
Then I couldn't understand them,
and I didn't agree with them-that
was before coming here. But now,
yes, I realize that maybe, . . . well,
our whole nation has been always
oppressed by somebody. That's
why when a Russian child comes to
school, he wants to be himself-he
wants to be a personality. This is
why he can be rude to a teacher;
that's why he's trying to show himself. That's why when a teacher is
young or new at school, the children
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try to speak back to him or her. So,
misbehavior is not so rare in Russia.

How Big a Problem Is
It?
Miguel: How would each ot
you characterize the schcubl satety
and discipline issue in your countries? Is it a serious problem or a
minor one?
Luisa: I think in my country,
that discipline is not a big problem.
But, i t is the opposite of what you
say about Turkey because in private
srhools in Panama, thcrc is bcttcr
discipline.
Nancy: Because the Catholic
church is operating the private
school? Could that be related to the
fact that there is strong discipline?
Luisa: Yes. But in public school,
I don't know how to dcfine normal,
but discipline is not the big deal.
Miguel: It's not shooting someone.. . ?

Luisa: No, no. We don't have
those problems.
Marina: In Belarus now adults
have the opportunity to buy weapons and to do something criminal,
a n d rn,~vbeit is possible for children
. . . c1ulciren can have, for example,
gims or ritles if they live in village or
in the country, or father or grandfather is a hunter. It is illegal, of
course. There may be a few cases of
guns in schools, but i i it happens,
usually the town or city or region
knows about it. . . that something
has happened. So it is really big
news if something happens with
weapons, with guns, if children
bring them.
Miguel: But it's not a very common problem now?
Marina: No. It's illegal now. We
have, for example, stores with guns
and rifles, but it is impossible to just
carry a gun; you need to have permission.
Nancy: Were studentsattaclung
teachers or attacking other students?

Marina: No. For me, and I have
only been teaching three years . . .
maybe Lucy has been working
longer, or Val has been w o r h g
longer, but I didn't hear, I didn't . . .
Lucy: In the beginning of my
career, just the first year when I began teaching in the school where I
worked, we really had a problem
with one boy. But that boy . . . there
was something wrong with him
psychologcally. It is very difficult to
describe the level of how much his
psychological system was damaged. From time to time he spent
some time in the special school
where he was given shots and pills
to calm him down. But then every
time he came back, he was something awful. You ask if it was safe in
Russian schools. I would say in the
school where I worked and in the
class where he started, I was always
anxious about the children around
him because it was not safe for them.
Fortunately, everything was alright;
then, later, I heard he was walking
around school with a rifle and he
was shooting, but nobody was shot.
The problem is that I do not know
where the teachers must go when
their nervous system is not healthy
enough, what schools they must attend. I cannot answer tlus question
myself.
Miguel: So, in a nutshell, is
there a real problem with discipline
and violence in the schools in your
country?
Lucy: Besides that child?
Miguel: Yes, is it a generalized
problem that you hear on the news
everyday, that a student shot a
teacher or something like that?
Lucy: No. Shot at teachers? No.
Well, I've never heard about it in the
town where I live. In my town there
are nineteen schools. We didn't have
such cases.
Val: No, you know I am a
teacher. When I return from United
States, it will be my twelfth year of
teaching. In twelve years I have
never heard that somebody shot
during school in Ukraine. I regularly

read the newspapers, but I never
heard about it. So the only problem
with violence in our schools is a
problem with verbal abuse, not with
shooting. No. We are coming to
United States, and we heard that t h s
happened in this region, and that
happened in that region. So I am
very interested to hear from the expert here. [ToDebbie] So what about
the violence in the American
schools?
Debbie: We have a problevi
here! But I think my school is doing
a lot to try and combat that problem.
Right now we have peer mediation:
if a student is having a problem with
another student, or someone sees a
problem starting to happen, they
can recommend that they go to peer
mediation. It is strictly volunteer;
and the kids go, and they'll sit in a
room with two traincd mediators
that are also students, and they'll
talk through their problem. One will
tell their side, and the other explains
i t to the other, and the other tells
their side, and they come to an
agreement. Last year, I just found
these statistics: I think only one
member failed to come to an agreement, and only two agreements
were broken in a whole year. So that
was eighty-four cases that would
have gone. . . that would have probably escalated and gone to the principal or into a fight or something. 1
think this year we've aiready had
about fifty, and we haven't had any
problems from that, so. . .
Val: From what age can the
young people have a gun? Legally?
Debbie: I have no idea. We cannot have any weapon on campus.
I'm not sure at what age they can
possess a gun themselves, but I
know that even teachers arc not allowed . . . I used to carry a Swiss
army knife on my key chain to fix
musical instruments. I was told I
could no longer carry that or I would
be arrested!
Val: If school children have a
gun, do families know about it?
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Debbie: Not necessarily. I know
we had one case this year where a
gun was brought to school. I think
that some kids saw it on the bus and
went immediately to the principal
and said, "we've seen a gun here"
and "this is who has it." And they
actually kept the students in one
class until they found the gun.
Dilsen: In Turkey . . .
Miguel: Is there a big problem?
Dilsen: No, no. It's not a big
problem. I said before, we have
some problems in private schools,
but carrying a gun is not legal. I
think this is very important. If a
twelve-year-old child can carry a
gun, he cannot think, "is this good
or is this bad." 1 think this is a big
lesson for Turkey.
Val: And maybe we can conncct
this with a Muslim country. It is a
strict religion.
Dilsen: Your privatc school i s
not a religious school. Some schools
are financed from private companies or some people's school. These
are nnt public schools. But our public schvol system is very, very strict.
Nancy: And I would imagine
where there are Muslim schools,
those also are very strict?
Dilsen: Yes.

The Teacher's Role:
Gaining the Students'
Hearts
Miguel: The third question is:
What role are tcad~ersexpected to
play in the classroom and in the
school as they deal with students'
behavioral pmblcms? School administraturs? Parents?
Marina: Of course teachers play
a great role, and the principal plays
a great role in disciplinc. But, 1
would like to emphasize the
teacher's role. For example, when
you are talking about respect to a
teacher, very often children don't respect the teacher, but very oftcn the
teachrr clocsn't ~ L ' S E ~ Z ~ the
L'
res~ect.
Maybe you can't agree, but it is very
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often that a teacher begins to require
or demand this respect-"You
should respect me!"Aid uf course
children want, as Lucy sdiii, to show
themselves as adults, as maybe not
stupid; they want to have their selfrespect, toil, because teachers very
often humiliate them. So, this is like
a chain reaction. Sometimes students misbehave just to show themselves. But often teachers exaggerate
misbehavior, and they begin to say,
"Go to the prit~cipal.You're bad,
bad. Go there, go here." The parents
are invited to school and so on. But
sometimes, I'm talking about commoil, usual things. . .
Miguek Excuse me, that's a
good point what you are mentioning that 1 wotlld like the other participants to rcflcct on, that sometime-that
was my perception
als+that
sometimes there is nu
problem, and the teacher sees a
problem and creates a big problem.
Marina: Absolutely right. So
maybe 50 percent of the time, I suppose, we wouldn't have a problem
if the teacher would or is able to
handle the problems himself.
Nancy: Havc better cl,~ssroom
management?
Marina: Yes.
Val: And I want to add that the
teacher himself should be A vivid
example; then the students come to
the class, and they I~stento the lecture with an open mouth. So you
know,the teacher must be an example for everybody. For example, I
teach my students to be polite, to
respect fan~iliesand so on, but when
they go out to the streets, they say,
"Listen, what are we speaking about
in this school?" Because in the
streets, in society, there is a n absolu tely different life. The third environment is family. The school must
educate cluldren, and the family
must teach them how to be civilized
and productive citizens for their
own country.
Luisa: Talking about family . . .
Miguel: Yes . . . the role of family in discipline problems?
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Luisa: You know, when children come to school, they have a
hackground; so teachers receive the
childrenand help to work with what
they bring . . .
Nancy: Same-in
American
slang, we call that baggage.
Luisa: Yes, bagggxe. It's not easy
to deal with this. Each c h l d has a
different culture and familiar environment, and I think one of the first
steps a teacher has to deal with is the
personal treatment. We have a task,
but first we have to deal with the
person. We have to deal with feelings, and at the same time we have
to dear with academic tasks; but you
know it is important to deal with
feelings and teach through feelings
and t r e ~the
t children with respectif you want rcspect, you have to
show respect. You have to show
consideration.
Miguel: That is a very good
point, an excellent point because
you need to come across to the child
as a person who cares so that the
child cares for you, too. It is a twoway street.
Luisa: It is the base of self-esteem-that's what we were talking
about, the base of self-esteem.
Miguel: rtght.
Lucy: I've thought about the
same. I'd like to say we have some
discipiine or ways how to discipline
children, but most of them are designd to cause feelings of fear in
students. I do not thnk that this is
correct. For example, hvecan write
some message for a child's parents
in his day pad. Then we c,m call the
student to a meeting with the
teacher. We can call him to the principal's, but none of these remedies is
effective for a long time. It takes only
a little time before the student goes
back to what he was. I think that
maybe the most effective thing is
love and trust: when you trust children, when they feel that you love
them-even when sometimes you
are scolding them-they forgive
you. And next time, . . . well, I think
it decreases the problems of disc i-

pline, that when you love each
other, the discipline problems will
not be so big in sociev-where everybody is afraid of everybody.
Val: We came to this country.
We go to class and come from the
classes and switch on TV and look
what they show on American TV. It
is the best propaganda for guns,
shooting, violence. Here we are trying to explain to the child what i s
good, but when the he arrives home
what he sees on TV is absolutely
different. It's just another question,
but it is very serious.
Dilsen: In my country, most of
the prc>blcms aren't with teachers.
When I w a s teaching in high school,
I saw if a teacher is satisfactory in his
or her subject, and he o r she likes
people, chldren, everybody, in
every age, I saw that students also
like the children very much, and
they don't want to do any bad
things. But also in my country,
teachers in public school, they can
do at~ythiigto stl~dents.If they are
angry, they can maybe slap; it's not
mmmon, but they can do that.
T h ~ t ' swhy if teacher is not satisfactory, she can use t h s to feel strong
or to control . . .
Miguel: To have control of the
classes? There is a set of rules, but ii
the teacher is nnt a good tcacher or
a satisfactory teacher according to
the standards in your cnuntry, they
are allowed to &sort to those rules
to keep control of the class?
Dilsen: Yes.
Debbie: Here one of the hardest
problems we have as far as discipline goes is we wilt try to discipline
a chld or teach them respect, and
then they'll go home and . . . we
don't have any support from families-not where I teach. We don't
have any home support because the
parents aren't there, or they are out
drinking, or they just don't have any
family life whatsoever. Once the
children get to school, they're only
imitating what they've seen at
home, so it's hard to discipline them
because you know they are only d e

ing what they've already seen their
parents do, and . . .
Nancy: There's nothing to build
on?

Debbie: fight.
Miguel: That's a very good
point. I believe the teacher has a
double role, and that is to educate
and to instruct. When you develop
respect from your students, when
you teach though concentrating
and feelings first, you are able to
help them pay attention to ycru and
learn the academic part; so that was
a very good point.

Preparing Teachers
Miguel: The next question is: To
what extent teacher education programs in colleges and universities in
your countries effectively prepare
prospective teachers in such aspects
as classroom management methods,
child and adolescent psychology,
media tion techniques, and tea c-1lerparent relationships? According to
your own experience, has this
prcpxatiion proven effcctjve and
helpful in your teaclung carcqrs?
Val: We spend five years in a
pedagogical university of foreign
languages. We are taught English as
a second language. But we have no
subject l k e rnmaging classroom environment. No, we were only taught
methods of teaching English as sccond language.
Miguel: Psychology? Child
psychology? Adolescent psychol-

ogy'
Val: Yes, but this was not connected with discipline. It wasmaybe
from the medical point at view, the
development of the child, but not
connected with the moral point of
view.
Miguel: But let me ask this. Did
the fact that you learned some adolescent or cluld psychology help you
to understand your role as a teacher
in discipline problem situations?
Val: Yes. But we didn't stress
managing the school envirorur~ent.

Marina: At my college we studied psychology and the physicnl environment and in lots of detail how
to make better such ideas. 1 noticed
that there's no such factors in
American schools, for example, the
height of chairs, the height of
desks-you
don't have different
sized chairs usually. In our schools
it is required to have different sized
chairs and desks. We studied lots of
details on how to make lessons and
the physical environment mom effective. But as a teacher we have not
been trained, tor example, in how to
manage the psychological problems. They were mentioned, but
when you begin to teach, it's really
like a discovery-you know about
it, you studied it, bnt nobody told
you about the experiences. [ am
happy that I had one old teacher
who told me, "Never, never, go
against aggressive children." When
I first began to teach, J was aggressive with aggressive children, but
the result w a s aggressive. When I
began to show my interest toward
them and had a softer way, I had
different children.
Miguel: So you belieie that
teachers should be trained?
Marina: That teachers should
be trained in psychological problems with these difficult children .
Debbie: I really dan't think I
had a lot of classroom management
preparation. I did have child psychology, but lt wasn't as much as it
probably should have been. But I
tlunk I've learned more through
teacher programs and in-senice
things since I've been teaching.
Luisa: I have to say that in my
country, we have a very cornplete
program for teachers. Students who
want to teach have to have some
special characteristics. They have to
complete all the requirements; so
that is the only way they can be credentialed as a teacher. During high
schools, we have a lot of psychological, even medical instruction, and
now we have university courses in
order to complete informational picTilresholds in Education

tures. We are in a g o d position. It is
always g o d to lean1 more, to get
more instruction. You always need
more. In my opinion, besides instruction, the personal engagement
is important because it's not just
about training,it is also about your
motivation as a teacher. Ynu can
learn throughout your whole career.
You never stop learning.

What Would a Visitor
See in the Schools in
Your Country?
Miguel: When I first came hcrc
to the States a n d walked into a
school, I felt like I had a . . . not very
positive impression-in thc sense
there was total silence. It was '1s if I
werc Ln a cemctcry. That was not the
perception of disciplint. that 1 was
falight that a teacher should have.
NOW, i f I were to visit or teach in
your respective countries, how do
you think 1 nould perceive and describe the typ~cal school climate
there? What v, ould my impression
be?
Val: Whcn you come tu a
Ukrainian schonl, you are imy ressed dt the first step of the door.
You will come into the class, and
thirty-six children will raise up.
Thry wilt show you respect. They
will show you rrspect for your
knowledge. Thcy ~ 1 1 show
1
you rcspect as a guest in our roam. They
will show you respect fcjr your age
(laughtcrl. Excuse me, they are
small kids. So, this is your first impression. The second one is that a
Ukrainian sch~bolis not an army.
You'll not find strict soldiers whn
are marching on the carpet. They arc
all kids-they are with thcir a w n
families, backgrounds; and so, thcy
are small but have pcrsonalitws.
And the third thing is the Ukrainian
School has been independent only
three ycars. Because Ukraine has a
low economic standard, education,
unfortunately, ir. very poorly financed by the government. All our

schools are governmental schooIs,
but our schools work on the enthusiasm of the teachers, and like our
anthem says, "Ukraine will flourish," and our education will flourish
in maybe two generations.
Miguel: Lucy, would you like to
add something?
Lucy: Okay. In December, when
I returned to Russia from being in
America, I went back to the school
where my daughter goes. I was surprised that nobody seemed to care
about each other-they were just
rushing and passing each other
without saying "excuse me." I
would like that in Russia, we would
care about each other more. The
school is a reflection of society.
Miguel: Is there . . . For instance, if I were to walk into that
school, would you have what I call
working noise, which is what is expected of children? Would I be in a
safe environment?
Lucy: Really, I don't know because I've been to some classes, and
the teachers were so strict, and it
was silent. Well, . . . 1 was afraid of
the teacher. . .
Miguef: The teacher?
Lucy: Yes. We knew each other
before, and maybe the children were
used to her manner of conducting
the lesson-they were not afraid,
but I was. Yes. It was silence. In
Russia, silence is considered to be
discipline. So that is a problem.
Nancy: So are teachers in Russia
expected to be intimidating, then . . .
to intimidate the students?
Lucy: Yes, I think so.
Marina: I'd like to add some
words. I'd like to talk about silence.
For example, in my lessons, I demand that my students speak as
much as possible; so there is usually
not much silence! For example, I tell
them, "Don't keep silent. Speak,

speak."
Miguel: To clarify a little bit
more, I see things here. ..education
is to learn. You have to communicate. For example, in Costa Rica, if a
teacher has a math problem on the
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board, it's normal for a student to
talk quietly to his classmate and ask,
"Do you understand what teacher
said?" The other student will help
him to understand. My perception
when I came here was different. I
mean, I was a Spanish teacher going
from one class to another one, and
students could not ask each other
about minor details about the lesson
because the teacher screamed at him
or her in such a threatening and
scary voice. Twelve years of tlusno wonder why so many people end
up being violent and getting fed up
and shooting someone in lugh
school! I've attended faculty meetings at schools where the teachers
would chew gum, rattle papers, and
talk all during the meeting. If students did that in their classes, the
teachers would scream and yell.
Teachers expect students to behave
like adults, when really the adults
behave like children. This is my perception. I am very sensitive to this
probIem because you mention it. It's
a matter of knowing how to get to
the hearts of these kids, and their
feelings.
Marina: Miguel, excuse me, 1
would just like to add some words
about your perception if you were to
come to my school. For me it is a
striking feature that in Belarus
schools all students have breaksfive, ten, fifteen, twenty minutesand usually they run.Of course the
teacher must stop them, but we allow them to be noisy during the
break. I really enjoyed it, but when I
went to my school here for my internship, it was a little different. The
students in three minutes just go to
another classroom, and no children
laugh in American schools. In my
school tenth graders, eleventh graders stand at the window and tell stories and laugh . Here I don't see it. I
need to see love, and I don't see it.
Nancy: So . . . maybe our
schools are overly regimented?
Marina: Exactly. I ask them,
why do they have only a three-minute break. The answer is because
TIiresholds in Education

they are afraid--children are afraid
to go to the rest rooms. During this
five minutes, something bad can

happen.

How About U.S.
Schools?
Miguel: I understand that you
all have had the opportunity to visit
several schools in North Carolina.
What's your perception of Ihe
school climate here as compared to
that of the schools in your countries?
What makes it similar or different?
Lucy: I had my internship in a
private school in Kinston-at Parrot
Academy. I love the atmosphere
there. I feel that the atmosphere is
safe. And we've been to five more
schools in North Carolina, and really all the schools were different.
And I would say the more. . . I do
not know if I am right or not-it's
just some feeling I have. . . the more
Black students there are in the
schools, the more unsafe it. seems to
be. Maybe that is just their appearance--bright, well, just extraordinary clothes, not clothes that are
usually to be worn at school.
Val: The general cultural level
of American schools is much higher
than in Ukraine. The students wear
torn jeans, and they can go near the
elevator, and they say, "Excuse me,
ma'am. Or, I'm sorry, ma'am." The
general atmosphere is very good. . .
very cordial, very warm, and the
young students are very well behaved. I think it is fromthe lamilies,
especially in the South.
Nancy:Dilsen, have you visited
any schools?
Dilsen: I was only at Rose High
School. I think this school is different because I didn't see anything
that I've heard before. Most of the
students are polite in their schwls,
but I saw only two classes--an art
class and a computer class. Maybe in
that class time they have some
things to do: they were working
with computers; they were doing

some art. That's why they didn't
have time for other things. But it was
like a T u r k h School.

Any Advice?
Miguel: What piece of advice
would you give to your American
colleagues to help them cope effectively with violence and discipline
in the schools?
Val: Keep smiling.
Lucy: Be patient.
Nancy: Don't be aggressive
with aggrasive students?
Marina: Sure, sure. I'd like to
mention a problem about White
Americans and Black Americans.
Usually at school when you come as
a foreigner, I was told that there was
a war between Blacks and Whites,
and I asked why. The children dance
together. The children study together. They have extracurricular
activities together. I saw some activities where they took part together. But there is some war, and
when I began to ask teachers about
it, they answered that they don't
speak about this pri>blem.Maybe to
settle this problem, tu remove this
wall, maybe you sh~uldjust talk
about it. For example, what do you
have in your past, and what d o you
have now . . . because really you
work together; you study together;
you look at each other a s equals. But
there is a wall. . . because you don't
talk openly about the history.
Debbie: I know at the high
school where I'm at, we don't have
a problem bchvcen Black and
White. We have more of a problem
with territory. These kids come
from, say, this town; those kids come
from fhltown. So it's not racial, it's
trrri toriaI.
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Marina: I'm afraid that I don't
agree. Becaus when the foundation
education asks the students who see
us, would you like to live with a
Black neighbor, everyone says
"yes." Do you have any Black
friends? "Yes, I have." But, at Halloween, we didn't see any Whites
dancing together with ~ k c k s N
. o
Whites except Russian and Turkish
and maybe some others. But the
Mrhites just came in and came out. I
mean, it's something . . . it's some
wall you can't see, but you can feel
it.
Nancy: Debbie, have any of the
peer mediation cases you talked
about at your school dealt with any
interracial issues?
Debbie: I don't think so. It's
been more boyfriend /girlfriend and
territory. Race is not a problem.
Miguel: Yes, but there is always
a concern. I understand what vou
mentioned, and that might be a big
problem. For instance, my wife,
when she was a teacher here, shr
looks like her [Luisa] . . . like a brunette. And, when she was teaching
there, the kids came to her and asked
her, "Are you Black, or are you
White?'' My wife answered, "I'm
Brown." Race is a concern for the
kids. They asked me what I was."
Nancy: They wanted to put a
racial label on you?
M i p e l : Yes, a racial label. So I
used to say that I was Black. Ihave
a good sense of humor; su I said 1
was Black, but had undergone the
same treatment that Michael Jackson did [laughter].
Val: I think every country has its
own problems. I would like to invite
you, our international family, to
visit Ukraine. We will show you our
generosity, our beautiful future gen-
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eration in independent Ukraine, and
I think we will make our country a
safer place to live in.
Marina: I think we need to visit
each other's country to visit the
schools to get our own opinions
about schools.
Lucy: I want to thank you for
your support. As Luisa said,
"through teaching, we learn, and
through learning, we teach."
Miguel: In conclusion, [ want to
thank you all very much for your
participation.

Some Final Thoughts
In our focus group interv~ew
with these six tcachcrs, we learned
that while school environments are
very different in our respective
c o u n t r i e s ~ f t ~reflecting
n
culture,
hlstory, political philosophy, or
other factors-what most teachers
want for their studcnts and schools
is not s o diffcrcnt in the end. All
sccnied to feel thd t gaining thc student's heart was a more effective
cldssroom management technique
than fear or intimidation. All
seemed to prize laughter and value
natural chldish exuberance, anti all
seemed to dislike regimentation of
children. We were somewhat surprised at the issues of class and race
that crept into our discussion, but
found each others' tentative impressions of great interest and value.
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